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BEST PRACTICES
Brief description

Reason behind
the
project/practice

Aims and
objectives

This dissertation wants to provide an overview of the potential educational
methodologies and strategies that can be implemented for letting the youngest
generation discover the possibilities given by the industry evolution, involving
3D printing at first. This could also pave the way for a better inclusion of the
student (from infant school to university) into the evolving society,
providing a sort of "first orientation" for his future potential role inside it.
Starting from the infant and primary school the little student can exploit the
“learning by doing” methodology by the imagination and the successive
realization of toys that they will produce in the final step of the experience. The
educational path is designed also for the secondary and high schools, where
the growing student can acquire awareness and skills able to guide him into his
future work and/or his University studies. The latter are involved in this set of
didactic strategies too, by means of high formation courses and contacts with
industries.
The lack of people with technical education in the labour market is currently a
burning issue that affects the production constraints in many industries and
also hinders a number of innovative projects. It is therefore crucial to educate
children in the field of technical education using the latest technologies
including 3D printing. Previous studies demonstrate that within a few years,
technically educating pre-school children is meaningful.
During the growing process it is also essential to bring pupils closer to science
by playing and doing activities, so to develop an interest in this subject.
Another key point is the students introduction to the process of sharing
knowledge, of collaborating and being transparent and appreciating the
transparency of the tools we use for our activities.
• Infant School
Development of personalities, crafts, interest in technical and natural
sciences. The model is based on the natural needs of the pupils,
curiosity and supports the active discovery of the world, competition
and, above all, the use of everything new, the use of modern media,
technologies and games. In 3D modelling and 3D printing, children use
their fantasy, imagination and support creative processes.
• Primary School
Understanding the functionality of instrumental technology (tablet, iPad
and LIM). At the same time they can develop specific competences
about geometry: with reference to solid forms, to the management of a
worksheet in the software, and to projection to the interactive
whiteboard (IWB). Step by step the pupils reach the tasks of designing
and creating different types of objects like turtle, table, the plate with
their name and a mobile sculpture.
Another possibility is the building of the printer itself, duringwhich pupils
learn how to work with a technical manual and follow its instructions. In
addition, working with 3D printers can support group work that develops
social and personal competencies. Working with a 3D printer consists
of three phases: model preparation, printing itself and subsequent
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product editing.
Secondary Junior School
Since 3D printing allows fairly rapid transformation of individual
assignments into real objects, the interactivity of learning is enhanced,
making it more visible and fun.The main goal of the students'
involvement in the work using 3D printing is to improve their
professional skills, prepare for the examination (where present) and
develop the skills of cooperation in a group.
• High School
o Teaching the students how to benefit from Open Source
content in the process of learning.
o Motivating the student to share their contributions to help others
o To know if they have basic mathematics knowledge required to
learn about 3D design.
o To know if they have experience with Open Source software
The purpose is not so much to "learn to use the tool", but above all to
bring the students, at all levels, to have a "problem solving" approach,
thus stimulating the development of key competences as an essential
tool for individual and social growth of target group.
• Other (adult education/university)
o To promote the University research and to stimulate students and
professionals creativity, both at personal and at common level.
o To share knowledge and competence about the innovative universe
of digital fabrication: this is why this network is bases on Share,
Learn and Make criteria. The mission can be pursued through
workshops which involve several fields and subjects, such as:
design, architecture, information technology, engineering and
several areas of local craftsmanship (leather, fabric, metals, wood
and ceramics).
Infant School
One task is to use 3D printing to produce toys. Primary school children print
simple 3D works on 3D printers, which are then used by preschoolers to
assemble different models, first known and usable as toys, later on a
unique design. Older children produce parts as toothed wheels or bolts for
younger pupils who use them for example for assembling trains, pendulum
clock or machines.
Primary School
Pupils can start by imagining the object and its story, then continue by
drawing both on the classic sheet and then with the use of specific software
(TINKERCAD), and finally they could realize it by using 3D print. At the
end, the pupils could verify if and what they did wrong in design phases
and eventually rectify it.This process gave to pupils the possibility to
develop skills about design, analysis and problem solving thanks to the
realization and testing of their ideas by 3D printing.
Another possibility is that pupils led by the teacher gradually assemble and
set off the printer during first months of the group. After 3 months, they
perform the first calibration and trial prints.
High School
The educational methodologies can be oriented according to the various
areas of interest, for example:
•

Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

•

•

•
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o

•

Approach and
methodologies

•

•

•

•

about science, parts of the human body can be realized to help the
study of anatomy and biology;
o in math, it is possible to create solids to be used for the study of
geometry;
o in physics, components for experiments can be realized. Those one
graphically illustrate magnetic and electronic properties as well as parts
of drones;
o in design, 3D printing allows to acquire knowledge and skills of threedimensional modeling for reproducing artistic sculpture.
These activities require a lot of commitment and creativity from all of the
participants. In order for the whole project to be done carefully and reliably,
the students together with the teaching staff has to first create 3D models,
print them and assemble the whole construction.
Other (adult education/university)
The project can allow creating a center with specialized figures and
individuals that together realize their projects, and also it gives the
possibility to everyone to experiment and produce products low price.
Moreoverit is adviced to offer courses and workshops dedicated to design,
printing, automation.
Moreover, in order to accomplish comprehensive and satisfactory outputs,
the choice of organisations leading each output has to be based on their
knowledge and expertise in the field, but at the same time the cooperation
and feedback from other partners is also taken into account. Hence, all the
results are thoroughly tested and looked at from different perspectives.
Partners are consulted at every stage of outputs development. The course
materials and curricula have to be adjusted to different levels of proficiency.
Infant School
Every project implements the methodology of “learning by doing”. Teachers
encouraged children to adopt a problem solving approach, in order to
stimulate the development of key competences.
Primary School
During the project the teacher used methodologies such as framework
supplement and TMI (Think/Make/Improve), problem-solving and
scaffolding.In these situations, the role of the teachers is only to “direct”, in
fact pupils are free in the choices and in designing the objects to realize.
Teacher as the leader of the group uses an active and participatory
methodology and encourages pupils to adopt a problem solving approach,
in order to stimulate the development of key competences as an essential
tool for the individual and social growth.
Secondary Junior School
Project and team work as principal characteristics. Interesting approach is
the supervision of the project by two teachers, one responsible for
technology aspect, and the other for visual aspect and aesthetics. An
interdisciplinary approach on teaching is required.
High School
Teachers encouraged students to adopt a “problem solving” approach, in
order to stimulate the development of key competences as an essential tool
for the individual and social growth. Additionally, during classes students
can follow the pattern of PPP (present, practice, produce), first they show
younger colleagues the basics of 3D modelling and printing, then they
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•

practice together and finally print the model.
Other (adult education/university)
Learning by doing and problem solving approaches are necessary.
Use of pilot tests. The feedback arising from this pilot test will be used to
improve the course content to explicitly make it relevant to adult learners
and trainers. Feedback will be collected on the basis of questionnaires, if
necessary, by individual interviews, addressing the following
major issues:
- General impression and remarks
- Which training sections/units did the evaluators like, which not
- What was the learning outcome
- Feedback on the digital content developed
- Suggested changes to the course content.
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Interesting Practice
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O1 - fun@science report
Working sheet – Collection of interesting practices
Rev. 01 Date 14.12.2017
INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: Good Context Definition.
Brief description

(max 1000 characters)
The definition of the context of the 3D printing activities is very important for the
students. It is a source of additional motivation for the students and ensures
better engagement to the activities of the 3D printing training. Contexts based
on humanitarian and environmental fields also create important values for the
students contributing in such a way to education in other aspects not just the
technical ones (social skills development and awareness).

Education level

Reason behind
the
project/practice

• Infant school
• Primary School
• Secondary Junior School
• High School
• Other (specify)_______________________
(max 1000 characters)
The main reason was to introduce to the students motivation and to produce
the objects with specific social goals.

Aims and
objectives

(max 1000 characters)
- to introduce motivation in helping a disadvantaged social group
- to organize and focus on a more specific context
- to contribute to the education in other aspects
- to teach how 3D printing is used for social contexts

Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

(max 2000 characters)
Students participated in educational ecotourism activities and acquainted
themselves with 3D printing technology.
They also introduced themselves in the context in order to understand how 3D
printing can provide solutions to social problems.

Approach and
methodologies

(max 2000 characters)
- Learning by doing and non-formal activities,self-observation
- Discussions
- Activities promoting interaction and enthusiasm levels in teaching
- Audiovisual and lecture-based exemplary topics took place by
frequently switching from theory to practice.

Target groups

(max 1000 characters)
high school students & Greek educators

Duration

Include duration and years of activity → 25 Days

Main strength

(max 2000 characters)
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and weaknesses

Strengths:
- Since the trainer was not a professional exclusively in 3D printers, the
students took initiative and ownership.
- Boosting students’ active engagement in educational processes.
Weaknesses:
- Lack of a scientific background of students (e.g. graphic skills)
- Language barriers
- Lack of proper information concerning the content of the training.

Lead
organisation

Name of organization: EcoMuseum Zagori, Greece
Type of organisation: Social Cooperative Enterprise
Mission:
- local development,
- an area’s monuments should remain in situ as a living testament to a
specific era,
- visitors learn about various aspects of social life, production processes
and the socio-economic and natural history of the region,
- it interprets the spiritual, social and economic evolution of the local
population which is directly connected to the natural environment and
its effect on the definition of its identity.

Partner
organisation
(if applicable)

Name of organization: P2P Lab, Greece
Type of organisation: interdisciplinary research collective focused on the
commons
Mission:
- strive for integrative insights on the open technologies and the peer-topeer practices.
- provide consultancy support to organisations and institutions regarding
open technologies and relevant socio-economic trends.
- produce novel global techno-economic solutions to local problems.
- write, edit and publish articles, reports and books in the diverse range
of topics
- we investigate.
- organise open events for reflection and action as well as to educate
people about critical and creative tools for society-changing.

Partner
organisation

Name of organization: Technical high-school of Alcochete, Portugal
Type of organisation: High school

Financing Body
and Programme

If not applicable, indicate the means of financing
Erasmus +

Project area
intervention

• International (specify the countries involved in the project)
(Greece & Portugal)
• National
• Local

Webpage

http://ecomuseumzagori.gr/portfolio_page/erasmus/
http://touchtosee.blogspot.gr/
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O1 - fun@science report
Working sheet – Collection of interesting practices
Rev. 01 Date 14.12.2017
INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: The importance of the time execution of the training.
Brief description

Education level

Reason behind
the
project/practice
Aims and
objectives

Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

(max 1000 characters)
Such a complex training process requires full focus of the students therefore
the project requires a group of students with time to spend on the activities
defined and take advantage of the continuity in which they should be
implemented. For that reason, the training process should be defined in a
intensive and continuous way to maintain the focus of the students and their
motivations by being involved in connected activities executed in a continuous.
way. The duration is also important for students to become personally –
intellectually and emotionally – involved.
• Infant school
• Primary School
• Secondary Junior School
• High School
• Other (specify)_______________________
(max 1000 characters)
To take advantage of the continuous execution of the activities of the training
process.
(max 1000 characters)
- To maintain the focus of the students throughout the training process
defined in a continuous way.
- Keep the students motivated by spending the required time to find the
solutions to all the problems involved in the activities defined.
- Make the students to become personally –intellectually and emotionally
– involved.
(max 2000 characters)
- 700 minutes of total lessons plus the time the students spent working
on their own.
- Three open 3D printing days (April Saturdays’ morning s from 11:00 to
17:00) took place in the lab where students were present, discussing
about necessary adjustments and changes in their designs while
watching theirs or others fellow students’ artifacts printing.

Approach and
methodologies

(max 2000 characters)
The methodology was mainly based non-formal education with some
implications from formal and informal education.

Target groups

(max 1000 characters)
high school students, Greek educators
Include duration and years of activity
3 months.
(max 2000 characters)
- Ensures that the students will be focused and motivated in the training

Duration
Main strength
and weaknesses
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-

Lead
organisation

process.
Some schools are not willing to provide the required time so finding a
school that cooperates with the time requirements is more difficult.

Name of organization: P2P Lab, & Tallinn University of Technology,
Akadeemia tee 3, 12618 Tallinn, Estonia.
Type of organisation: Research center.

Partner
organisation
(if applicable)

Mission:
Name of organization: Dodonaia School and 7th General Lyceum
Type of organisation: Two high schools based in Ioannina, Greece
Mission: Provide the students for the project.

Partner
organisation
Financing Body
and Programme

Project area
intervention

Webpage

(add rows for each partner)
Name of organization: Technical high-school of Alcochete, Portugal
Type of organisation: High school
If not applicable, indicate the means of financing
The research was funded by the ‘‘Challenges to State Modernization in 21st
Century Europe’’ Estonian Institutional Grant [IUT19-13]; and the ‘‘Web 2.0 and
Governance: Institutional and Normative Changes and Challenges’’ Estonian
Research Foundation grant [ETF 8571].
• International (specify the countries involved in the project)
Greece and Estonia.
• National
• Local
http://ecomuseumzagori.gr/portfolio_page/erasmus/
http://touchtosee.blogspot.gr/
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O1 - fun@science report
Working sheet – Collection of interesting practices
Rev. 01 Date 14.12.2017
INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: Using Open Source Technologies.
Brief description

(max 1000 characters)
Open source software is software that can be freely used, changed, and
shared (in modified or unmodified form) by anyone. Open source software is
made by many people, and distributed under licenses that comply with the
Open Source Definition. The use of Open Source technologies in order to
implement the activities concerning the process of 3D printing is a very
important practice. It introduces the students to the process of sharing the
knowledge, collaborating and being transparent.

Education level

• Infant school
• Primary School
• Secondary Junior School
• High School
• Other (specify)_______________________
(max 1000 characters)

Reason behind
the
project/practice

To introduce to the students to the process of sharing knowledge, of
collaborating and being transparent and appreciating the transparency of the
tools we use for our activities.

Aims and
objectives

(max 1000 characters)
● to introduce the students to the Open Source movement.
● to teach the students how to benefit from Open Source content in the
process of learning.
● to motivate the student to share their contributions to help others.
● to motivate the student to collaborate in projects with the goal to share
and reuse the knowledge.
● To promote creativity by being part of the process of creation and
development of the tools that are used.
● to teach the students to value the transparency of the tools they use.

Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

(max 2000 characters)
● introduction of the concept of Open Source 3D printing along with the
idea of learning and improving through experiment, re-use and sharing.
● Introduce them to the internet sites where content concerning 3D
printing is shared under Open Source licences.
● Write reports on their activities and provide information on Open Source
3D printing.

Approach and
methodologies

(max 2000 characters)
The methodology was mainly based non-formal education with some
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implications from formal and informal education.
Target groups

(max 1000 characters)
high school students & Greek educators.

Duration

Include duration and years of activity
60-90 minutes introductory lecture.
Three months project.

Main strength
and weaknesses

(max 2000 characters)
● Teaches the students to collaborate, to search for information on a
subject, to analyze the work that has been done by others.
● Sometimes the Open Source is limited because some hardware
products are closed and based only on proprietary software making it
difficult to create knowledge that can be shared.

Lead
organisation

Name of organization: P2P Lab, Tallinn University of Technology, Akadeemia
tee 3, 12618 Tallinn, Estonia.
Type of organisation: Research center.

Partner
organisation
(if applicable)

Mission:
Name of organization: Dodonaia School and 7th General Lyceum
Type of organisation: Two high schools based in Ioannina, Greece
Mission: Provide the students for the project.

Financing Body
and Programme

Project area
intervention

Webpage

(add rows for each partner)
If not applicable, indicate the means of financing
The research was funded by the ‘‘Challenges to State Modernization in 21st
Century Europe’’ Estonian Institutional Grant [IUT19-13]; and the ‘‘Web 2.0 and
Governance: Institutional and Normative Changes and Challenges’’ Estonian
Research Foundation grant [ETF 8571].
•

International (specify the countries involved in the project)
o Greece and Estonia.
• National
• Local
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0736585314000343?via%3Di
hub
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O1 - fun@science report
Working sheet – Collection of interesting practices
Rev. 01 Date 14.12.2017
INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: The use of questionnaires to know the intellectual
background of the students.
Brief description

(max 1000 characters)
Open source software requires more technical background because most of
the tools are designed for DIY projects. To implement a solution also requires
research on the internet with most of the documentation in english language.
Furthermore, a basic knowledge of mathematics and geometry is also required
to be able to design properly the objects that need to be print. Additionally the
3D printing activity might be related to another field that might require extra
knowledge e.g. environmental pollution, mechanics, etc.For all the above
mentioned reasons we have the need to know the intellectual background of
the students interest in participating to know if they could properly follow a
training that requires skills that are not present in most of the students in this
education level.

Education level

• Infant school
• Primary School
• Secondary Junior School
• High School
• Other (specify)_______________________
(max 1000 characters)

Reason behind
the
project/practice

To know if the students are able to follow the training on 3D printing or if they
will struggle or fail because they don't have technical or language skills.

Aims and
objectives

(max 1000 characters)
● to know if they have the proper english level to understand the technical
language used.
● to know if they have basic mathematics knowledge required to learn
about 3D design.
● to know if they have experience with Open Source software, DIY
projects, internet research.
● to know how close are the students to the chosen scope of the 3D
printing activity because maybe they are required to have additional
knowledge on another context.

Implemented
activities and
final outcomes
Approach and
methodologies

(max 2000 characters)
● Questionnaire to the students containing relevant questions.
(max 2000 characters)
The methodology was mainly based non-formal education with some
implications from formal and informal education.
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Target groups

(max 1000 characters)
high school students & Greek educators.

Duration

Include duration and years of activity
15 minutes at the beginning of the project & 15 minutes at the end.

Main strength
and weaknesses

(max 2000 characters)
● Helps the trainers to design better the activities and teams in the group
of students in order to overcome possible missing knowledge from
some students.
● It might discard some students that are interested but including them
would slow down the activities.

Lead
organisation

Name of organization: P2P Lab, Tallinn University of Technology, Akadeemia
tee 3, 12618 Tallinn, Estonia.
Type of organisation: Research center.

Partner
organisation
(if applicable)

Mission:
Name of organization: Dodonaia School and 7th General Lyceum
Type of organisation: Two high schools based in Ioannina, Greece
Mission: Provide the students for the project.

Financing Body
and Programme

Project area
intervention

Webpage

(add rows for each partner)
If not applicable, indicate the means of financing
The research was funded by the ‘‘Challenges to State Modernization in 21st
Century Europe’’ Estonian Institutional Grant [IUT19-13]; and the ‘‘Web 2.0 and
Governance: Institutional and Normative Changes and Challenges’’ Estonian
Research Foundation grant [ETF 8571].
•

International (specify the countries involved in the project)
o Greece and Estonia.
• National
• Local
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0736585314000343?via%3Di
hub
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O1 - fun@science report
Working sheet – Collection of interesting practices
Rev. 01 Date 14.12.2017
INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: The use of Non-formal Education Approach.
Brief description

Education level

Reason behind
the
project/practice
Aims and
objectives

Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

(max 1000 characters)
The use of Non-formal Education Approach for the 3D printing activities is very
important for both students and educators. It is a source of additional
motivation for the students and ensures better understanding of their learning
styles (based on Kolb cycle), engagement to the activities of the 3D printing
training. Student-centered approaches, including open, non-formal educational
practices, are used as means to facilitate student’s active involvement in
learning and they are innovative and adaptable to the changing conditions and
individual needs.
• Infant school
• Primary School
• Secondary Junior School
• High School
• Other (specify)_______________________
(max 1000 characters)
To introduce to the students understanding on their learning styles based on
Kolb’s model and to cultivate a collaborative culture of using non-formal
learning for scientific purposes.
(max 1000 characters)
- to introduce Kolb’s learning style
- to introduce non-formal education
- to ensures students’ engagement and involvement to the learning
activities
- to teach how 3D printing and non-formal education are combined
- to enable students to grasp the idea of 3D design and printing through
open educational practices as part of a living experience
- to foster the culture of collaboration and communication as meaningful
values within an educational process.
(max 2000 characters)
Activities such as team building, role playing, treasure hunt, and experiential
activities introducing 3D scanning, 3D printing, creating 3D models, etc.
Tangible outcome:
a.presentations created and delivered by the participants regarding their
experiential learning
b. the creation of a blog and regular updates by the students.
Intangible outcome:
a. 3D printing technologies embody the modularity, creativity and adaptability
that education requires.
b. learners were allowed to explore the procedures by performing their own
efforts, as it is believed that they learn better being in charge of their own
learning processes.
c. Importance of independence and collaboration based on the use of internet
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tools.
Approach and
methodologies

(max 2000 characters)
The methodology was mainly based non-formal education with some
implications from formal and informal education. In particular,
- Self-observation and reflection
- Activities enhanced social cohesion and individual capabilities
- Discussions and activities promoting interaction and enthusiasm such
as treasure hunt.
- Worked on appropriate adjustments and corrections of their 3D outputs
through trial-and-error and turned to the facilitator when needed.
- Role-playing games to enable students to comprehend the reality faced
by people with visual impairment,
- Individual self-evaluations with the aim to recapitulate their previous
tasks, check the overall schedule and plan their future steps

Target groups

(max 1000 characters)
high school students, Greek educators

Duration

Include duration and years of activity → 25 Days

Main strength
and weaknesses

(max 2000 characters)
Strengths:
- Boosting students’ active engagement in educational processes by
transforming the role of the teacher.
Weaknesses:
- Lack of proper information concerning the content of the training
- Lack of participants selection according to their background and
previous experience.

Lead
organisation

Name of organization: EcoMuseum Zagori, Greece
Type of organisation: Social Cooperative Enterprise
Mission:
- local development,
- an area’s monuments should remain in situ as a living testament to a
specific era,
- visitors learn about various aspects of social life, production processes
and the socio-economic and natural history of the region,
- it interprets the spiritual, social and economic evolution of the local
population which is directly connected to the natural environment and
its effect on the definition of its identity.

Partner
organisation
(if applicable)

Name of organization: P2P Lab, Greece
Type of organisation: interdisciplinary research collective focused on the
commons
Mission:
- strive for integrative insights on the open technologies and the peer-topeer practices.
- provide consultancy support to organisations and institutions regarding
open technologies and relevant socio-economic trends.
- produce novel global techno-economic solutions to local problems.
- write, edit and publish articles, reports and books in the diverse range
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-

of topics
we investigate.
organise open events for reflection and action as well as to educate
people about critical and creative tools for society-changing.

Partner
organisation

Name of organization: Technical high-school of Alcochete, Portugal
Type of organisation: High school

Financing Body
and Programme

If not applicable, indicate the means of financing
Erasmus +

Project area
intervention

• International (specify the countries involved in the project)
(Greece & Portugal)
• National
• Local

Webpage

http://ecomuseumzagori.gr/portfolio_page/erasmus/
http://touchtosee.blogspot.gr/
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INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: PRINT STEM PROJECT
Brief description

Education level

Reason behind
the
project/practice

Aims and
objectives

PRINT STEM project focus is to develop, carry out and validate training
programs and related tools for transferrable use of 3D printers in secondary
schools.
The project goal is to overcome the students’ learning difficulties with reference
to mathematical and scientific literacy competences; in fact they often
perceived this subjects as something abstract, unrelated to their daily
experiences and perceptions.
For this reason, it is fundamental to develop new teaching methods that
promote interest and motivation for mathematics and scientific disciplines also
by 3D printers, that are the new frontier in experimental teaching.
The partnership involves 10 organizations of different and complementary
nature: 5 Secondary Schools (2 IT, 1 GR, 1 Turkey, 1 UK), 1 VET centre (IT), 1
training service company of entrepreneurial association (IT), 2 IT companies (1
E, 1 PL), 1 European Development Agency (CZ).
 Infant school
 Primary School
X Secondary Junior School
 High School
 Other (specify)_______________________
In the European context, it was observed that among the causes of early dropout from upper secondary school by students with a low level of basic
competences, there is the failure in learning mathematical and scientific literacy
competences and, more generally, of formal and coded languages. In 2009, in
Europe, the figure for students with insufficient abilities in science related
subjects, according to the PISA standard, was 17%, the share of European
students who did not reach a sufficient score in mathematics was 21%.
It is important to contrast this lack of interest towards such disciplines and the
progressive abandonment of subjects that provide an important asset in the
European labor market, because this is a market that offers many employment
possibilities to people with those skills.
The PRINT STEM project aim is to decrease the number of 15-years aged
European students with insufficient skills in the field of mathematics and
science, to less than 15% by 2020.
The general objectives are developed, carrying out and validating training
programs and related tools for transferrable use of 3D printers in secondary
schools, so to transfer and adapt good practices of partner countries who have
already tested their effectiveness in their respective schooling/training systems.
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Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

Approach and
methodologies

The project activities have been:
1) analysis-study of the potential application of 3D print technology to
experimental teaching of mathematics and science(IO1);
2) guidelines for the setting up of an interdisciplinary team of teachers for
experimental teaching with 3D printer, thus they will get new teaching
approaches (IO2);
3) elaboration of 5 extracurricular project work programmes (independent
learning and pupil-led experimentation) (IO3);
4) realisation of 5 experimentations aimed at the mediation of abstract
concepts in mathematics teaching (teach-led experimentation), accessible as
OER (IO4);
5) implementation of 5 experimentations aimed at the mediation of abstract
concepts in the teaching of physical and natural sciences (teach-led
experimentation), accessible as OER (IO5).
The impacts registered was:
On students: over 85% with higher appreciation of the experimental
methodology in comparison to traditional didactic methods and average
reduction by 7% of low achievers in Math and Science ex-post
experimentations.
On STEM teachers: development of new competences related to experimental
and innovative didactics.
On schools: innovation of own pedagogical context, improvement of effective
didactic teaching of STEM subjects, validated introduction of 3D printer use in
curricula activities, 10 new school-business partnerships with local companies
for the carry out of work-based learning experiences with use of 3D printers,
increase in reputation on the territory and increase in number of students
enrolled in the schools.
On technology/business oriented organizations: 6 new cooperation with local
schools, development of know-how in development of experimentations with
use of 3D printers for didactical aims.
The students worked with an interdisciplinary approach on teaching subjects
with innovative technical approach, they use the methodology of learning by
doing.
Teachers led lessons where the focus has been on 'made logic' so it wasn’t
necessary to have constant access to the printer. However, during learning,
where experimentation and refinement is a central learning strategy, students’
easy access is crucial.
Moreover, the project has implemented two possible approaches in the use of
a 3D printer in schools, called “SIMPLE approach” and “ADVANCED
approach”. Is important to point out that the choice of one method did not
exclude the use of the other one at a later time; in both of them the role of the
student was fundamental: students haven’t been mere observers but they were
prompted to work, suggest solutions and ask questions to attain the best
results. In both of them the teachers following the students during the process
must have a good knowledge of the software they were using for modeling
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Target groups

Duration
Main strength
and weaknesses

Lead
organisation

Partner
organisation

(add rows for each
partner)
Partner
organisation

Partner
organisation

Partner

objects, scaling them and interacting with the printer.
The project involve the secondary schools students and teachers as well as
technician assistant.
The aim of this project is testing the possibilities of exploitation of 3D Printers in
Schools to enhance aged 15yr old students' capabilities in STEM subjects,
which is when the greatest drop off occurs for schools in Europe.
The students were divided in group sizes of over 15, the access for individual
learners to the hardware would not be possible within the normal lesson
context unless multiple devices are utilized. Small sub groups of around 5
students could be formed who would then work independently of the main
group, with the support and supervision of a technician or teaching assistant
enabling a far more manageable learning environment.
The project lasted 2 years, it started on 01 September 2014 and finished on 31
August 2016.
Strenghts
• Development of skills very relevant for finding a job in the future.
• Possibility to use, or integrate, 2 different approaches on the basis of
students’ previous competences.
• Concretely bring closer students to scientific disciplines.
• Development of new cooperation at local level.
Weaknesses
• The action could be also addressed to students of junior and primary
schools so to develop earlier the attitude to scientific disciplines.
Name of organisation: Istituto di Istruzione Secondaria Superiore "A. Berenini"
Type of organisation: School/Institute/Educational centre – General education
(secondary level)
Mission: The technology institute from city Fidenza, Italy with longlasting
history provides high quality education in technical fields such as
mechanization, automatization and chemistry.
Name of organisation: Istituto Istruzione Superiore "C. E. Gadda"
Type of organisation: School/Institute/Educational centre – Vocational Training
(secondary level)
Mission: Institute from Italian Fornovo of Taro is specialized in scientific
subjects – ICT, chemistry, biology, mechanics – and in economical subjects.
Name of organisation: Cisita Parma s.r.l.
Type of organisation: School/Institute/Educational centre – Vocational Training
(tertiary level)
Mission: For more than 25 years Cisita Parma Srl. contributes to the business
development and supports different aspects of the management and human
resources development
Name of organisation: Kirkby Stephen Grammar School
Type of organisation: Other
Mission: Grammar school which provides education for about 400 boys and
girls aged between 11 and 19 excels at sport and is also well known for the
amazing range of extra-curricular activities.
Name of organization: SABANCI MESLEKI VE TEKNIK ANADOLU LISESI
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organisation

Partner
organisation

Partner
organisation

Partner
organisation

Partner
organisation

Partner
organisation

Financing Body
and Programme

Project area
intervention
Webpage

Type of organisation: School/Institute/Educational centre – Vocational Training
(secondary level)
Mission: Modern technical and vocational high school.
Name of organization: Danmar computers
Type of organization: Small and medium sized enterprise
Mission: Danmar Computers Company was established in 2000 as a IT
company. The main objective of activities are trainings and IT system
implementations. Since 2004 company has participated in many European
educational projects.
Name of organization: Associación de Investigación de la Industria del
Juguette, Conexas y Afines (Spain)
Type of organization: Other
Mission: AIJU is a research centre specializing in toys, children’s products and
leisure, based in Spain. AIJU provides technological innovation as a tool to
improve Competitiveness and Enterprise Development.
Name of organisation: Forma Futuro Soc. Cons. a r.l.
Type of organisation: Accreditation, certification or qualification body
Mission: Consulting and education agency specialized in human capital
development from Parma provides training and professional courses and
consultancy services.
Name of organization: 1 Epal of Chania
Type of organisation: Other
Mission: Educational institution from city Chania, Greece focusing on financial
services marine sector, construction industry, agriculture and the environment.
Name of organization: Evropská rozvojová agentura, s.r.o.
Type of organisation: Other
Mission: EUDA European Development Agency is a EU-wide network of
experts in regional development, innovation, education and evaluation based in
Prague, Czech Republic.
The project was co-funded by ERASMUS+ Programme within Key Action 2
“Cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practices” and within
Action Type “Strategic Partnerships for school education” through INDIRE
Italian National Agency.
X International (IT, GR, TK, UK; PL; CZ)
 National
 Local
http://www.printstemproject.eu/
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INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: Didattica...mente nel futuro
Brief description

Education level

Reason behind
the
project/practice

Aims and
objectives

The primary school “B. Gigli” is developing pupils’ digital competencies through
the creation of the laboratory "Didattica...mente nel futuro", which includes
training programme with use of 3D printers.
This programme was part of a larger project “Building Toys with the 3D Printer”
involving 8 other primary schools. In this sheet the experience of the primary
school “B. Gigli” will be described.
The first step of the project saw the teacher explaining to pupils the aim of the
training: hey will be able to draw and create objects with a "special" machine.
Then the pupils learned some basic digital competencies through games and
specific exercises. At this point the students developed the character of the
their story “the Molly turtle” and after they realize it by 3D printers.
After this first activities, the pupils started to realize a lot of objects with this
technology and every times the teachers had to do specific training activities.
So the pupils develop important skill about the use the innovation technologies
while they were playing.
 Infant school
X Primary School
 Secondary Junior School
 High School
 Other (specify)_______________________
From 2013m the school activated a multimedia educational laboratory where
pupils could experiment the new technologies. It’s particularly important
because among 8 European key competencies included within the pupils
curriculum there is the ability to use the digital technologies.
So, in this framework, the school started the project within the pupils build toys
by using of 3D printers.
The teachers of primary school “B. Gigli” introduced the project to improve the
training about digital competencies, according to National guidelines.
The project moves also form the concept that for the pupils is important to learn
those innovation technologies because they will be the futures in job market
and daily life.
Finally, in the national context is also essential to bring pupils closer to science
by playing and doing activities, so to develop an interest in this subject.
The project aims are to bring the pupils closer to science and math and to give
them the basic competencies about new technologies.
One of the objective for the pupils was to understand the functionality of
instrumental technology (tablet, iPad and LIM). At the same time they had to
develop specific competences about geometry: with reference to solid forms, to
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Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

Approach and
methodologies

the management of a worksheet in the software, and to projection to the
interactive whiteboard (IWB).
Step by step the pupils had the tasks of designing and creating different types
of objects like turtle, table, the plate with their name and a mobile sculpture.
Another objective was to develop the ability to work in team and to overcome
together the difficulties (problem solving).
In the first stage of the project, the pupils had to carry out the preparatory
activities useful both to the use of instrumental technology like tablet, iPad and
IWD and to the comprehension of 3D printing functions.
Then the teachers gave specific tasks to pupils who started to imagine the
object and its story, then continue by drawing both on the classic sheet and
then with the use of specific software (TINKERCAD), and finally they could
realize it by using 3D print. At the end, the pupils could verify if and what they
did wrong in design phases and eventually rectify it.
This process gave to pupils the possibility to develop skills about design,
analysis and problem solving thanks to the realization and testing of their ideas
by 3D printing. At the same time the pupils became able to improve their skills
related to abstraction and their competences on geometry.
These activities were carried out for 4 types of objects: turtle, table, the plate
with their name and a mobile sculpture.
The teachers observed that these activities developed in the pupils a better
ability in approaching problems and a more effective self-learning process.
The next step of the project provided that the pupils became the tutors, in fact
they have taught the use of 3d printer to other students in another school. This
partnership showed that the pupils (tutors) had improved their digital
competencies and that they was really good teachers for their peers.
In this case, the pupils realized only the initial of their name, so an easier task,
but the phases was the same: draw their name on the classic sheet and then
with use of specific software (TINKERCAD), so realize the object with 3d
printing and evaluate the result.
During the project the teacher used methodologies such as framework
supplement and TMI (Think/Make/Improve), problem-solving and scaffolding.
In these situations, the role of the teachers is only to “direct”, in fact pupils are
free in the choices and in designing the objects to realize.
The preparatory activities were essential for allowing the realization of they
project. They was replicated for every tasks because the pupils need to use
simple games for overcoming their difficulties.
So the pupils, while they’re playing, developed important skills for carrying out
tasks.
The project showed that the methodology of learning by doing was extremely
effective to improve pupils’ skills.
Another important side was the opportunity of working in team that pupils had
while developing the objects and resolving the problem together through
brainstorming. It was an important methodology because it allows young
students to increase their self-determination.
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Target groups

Duration
Main strength
and weaknesses

Lead
organisation
Partner
organisation
Financing Body
and Programme
Project area
intervention
Webpage

The project involved primary schools students, in particular the pupils aged 5
years old. Pupils have been divided into mini-groups from 2 to 4 units.
Obviously, students are the final users and the ultimate beneficiaries of the
project but there are many people playing an important role: 3D printing
experts, teachers and school staff, ICT specialists/technicians/teacher as well
as technician assistant.
The particularity of this project is that the first pupils involved within the project
became in a second time the teachers for their peers.
The project lasted 8 months, it started on November 2014 and ended on June
2015.
Strengths
• Development in pupils of competences both at technical level and at
transversal level (creativity. life skills as problem solving and work in
team)
• the first pupils involved within the project became in a second time the
teachers for their peers and this improve their self-trust and selfdetermination.
Weaknesses
• For transferring the project in other contexts, several resources in terms
of hardware and software will be needed.
Name of organization: Primary school "B.GIGLI" from LORETO
Type of organisation: School/Institute/Educational centre (Primary Level)
Mission: this institute is specialized about pupils education.
Name of organization: Primary school “VERDI” from LORETO
Type of organisation: School/Institute/Educational centre (Primary Level)
Mission: this institute is specialized about pupils education.
Self-financed (school)
 International (specify the countries involved in the project)
 National
X Local
http://icsolariloreto.gov.it/istituto/curricolo-orizzontale-scuola-dellinfanzia/
http://www.indire.it/progetto/maker-a-scuola/costruire-giocattoli-con-lastampante-3d/
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INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: FabLab Perugia
Brief description

Education level

Reason behind
the
project/practice

Aims and
objectives

FabLab is a laboratory which offers personalized digital manufacturing services
because it has at disposal some computerized tools able to realize a wide
range of “custom made” and self-produced objects.
The idea is that in this laboratory the people can rediscover manual skills and
know-how to produce objects by handling with the material and breaking down
the barriers related to the huge costs of production. So, in this place, it is
possible to develop both single pieces and prototypes, improving also training
and research, for realizing specializations and applications which involve
several disciplines: from figurative arts to electronic engineering, from
architecture to medicine.
Into the laboratory there are numerical control machines (cutters, 3D printers,
laser cutting) managed through open-source software. These ones offer the
possibility to develop new forms of creativity to be shared within the lab
network with a considerable potential not only for the single person but also for
industry, craftsmanship and construction.
 Infant school
 Primary School
 Secondary Junior School
 High School
X Other (University)_______________________
FabLab was born from the collaboration between The Academy of Fine Arts
“Pietro Vannucci” and “Fabula Animations”. It’s the first FabLab in Perugia.
On one hand the Academy would like to begin a path for rethink and redesign
courses so to allow students to be closer to technological revolution, on the
other hand the Cooperative Society Fabula aims at developing contamination
between arts and digital technology.
So the idea of the project has been developed from a common passion in the
partnership: innovation technology.
Moreover, the local context needed the development of a new place where
experts of different discipline can collaborate and share both ideas and projects
to create something new, and also the students and professionals can be
constant updated and learn by others’ experience.
Those reasons led to the foundation of FabLab in Perugia.
FabLab in Perugia aims at building the space to create both hardware and
software objects. Moreover this project intends to promote the University
research and to stimulate students and professionals creativity, both at
personal and at common level.
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Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

Approach and
methodologies

The space is directed to share knowledge and competence about the
innovative universe of digital fabrication: this is why this network is bases on
Share, Learn and Make criteria. The mission is pursued through workshops
which involve several fields and subjects, such as: design, architecture,
information technology, engineering and several areas of local craftsmanship
(leather, fabric, metals, wood and ceramics).
FabLab offers the possibility of comparison and cooperation to several
professionals who together might realize innovative ideas.
FabLab develops several activity such:
▪ 3D Print;
▪ Graphic Design;
▪ IT Consultancy and Services;
▪ Laser cutting;
▪ CNC milling;
▪ Robotics;
▪ Creative Workshops.
In this laboratory the members experiment, produce and prototype innovative
projects thanks to equipment, workbenches and meeting spaces that facilitate
the aggregation, exchange of ideas and exchange of know-how among
associates. The project allows to create a hub with specialized figures and
individuals that together realize their projects, and also it gives the possibility to
everyone to experiment and produce products low price.
Moreover, the team offer courses and workshops dedicated to design, printing,
automation for all ages, as well as for specialists. In particular they organize
specific training courses to enable them to acquire the basic skills in the Digital
Manufacturing production chain.
Finally FabLab organizes some dissemination events where the team
presented both the project in general and the objects that that have been
made. These events help to raise awareness of the community and to share
knowledge about innovative technologies with stakeholders.
FabLab offers a venue to work where the members can express their ideas
and creativity for realizing “custom made” objects through the methodology of
learning by doing.
The project offers also learning experiences aimed at improving competences
by implementing workshops where the approach and the methodologies are
defined according to target groups. However the common thread that every
times they are focused on is the innovative approach that allows to realize
objects thanks to an additive manufacturing process.
The members of FabLab at the same time learn how to use the innovative
technology and they become able to use a problem solving approach, due to
the fact that they have to produce an object starting from the idea they have.
In this laboratory students, designers or simple curious technophiles find a
stimulating environment, equipped workbenches, high-performance machinery
and activities ranging from rapid prototyping to electronics, from 3D modeling
to the production of small series and training.
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Target groups

Duration
Main strength
and weaknesses

Lead
organisation
Partner
organisation

Financing Body
and Programme
Project area
intervention
Webpage

FabLab is the right place for people who have an idea or a project to be
implemented and for who want to deepen their knowledge or share
experiences and knowledge with other members.
So the FabLab is open to individuals and to creatives and artists and to
entrepreneurs and companies.
In fact, students can conduct research, develop their thesis and realize demos
or prototypes.
Creative and artists might have the opportunity to meet people that able to
realize their ideas.
Entrepreneurs and companies can have access to highly technological
instruments and machines for the development of their business.
So these projects involve a wide part of the local community.
The project started from 2015 and now it’s active.
Strenghts
• FABLAB projects involve a wide part of the local community.
• FabLab offers a venue to work where the members can express their
ideas and creativity for realizing “custom made” objects through the
methodology of learning by doing
• FabLab offers the possibility of comparison and cooperation to several
professionals who together might realize innovative ideas
• In FABLAB laboratory students, designers or simple curious
technophiles find a stimulating environment, equipped workbenches,
high-performance machinery and activities ranging from rapid
prototyping to electronics, from 3D modeling to the production of small
series and training.
Weaknesses
• Services are not completely free.
• People have to pay a members fee.
Name of organization: Accademia di belle arti “Pietro Vannucci”
Type of organisation: School/Institute/Educational centre (University)
Mission:
Name of organization: Fabula Animations
Type of organisation: Cooperative Society
Mission: they have artistic intent aimed at animation and synergistic
contamination between art and digital technologies.
The company Umbra Group is institutional partner, so it supports the project.
 International (specify the countries involved in the project)
 National
X Local
http://www.abafablab.it/
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INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: Shaping the Shape: dal Pr-o(g)getto all’Oggetto
Brief description

Education level

Reason behind
the
project/practice

Aims and
objectives

The project is the part of a multi-year project aimed at developing training for
students about innovative technology. In particular, this project gives to
students the possibility to improve their skills by using 3D print.
The activity are developed as follows: the first activivty is the analysis of the
various aspects related to the individual disciplines involved; the second one is
the realization of the software model; the third finally consists in a real
executive phase within, through 3D printing, the designed object will take
shape.
At the end of object realisation it is provided a information stage for sharing the
"makers" experience.
Thanks to this project, the school won the prize “Stampa un'id @”, issued by
the Regional School Office of Lombardia – Province of Mantova in order to
promote the dissemination of the actions envisaged by the National Digital
School Plan.
 Infant school
 Primary School
 Secondary Junior School
X High School
 Other (specify)_______________________
The impulse to the project was given by the Call of the Regional School Office.
The school immediately understood the importance of giving students useful
tools to bring them closer to new technologies.
So students at the end of their training will have knowledge and skills which will
allow them to face the university or the business world in a easier way.
The project aim is both to develop and design competence and to promote
laboratory training.
For all classes, the project planned to integrate a software open source useful
for 3D printers in the traditional curricula. The purpose is not so much to "learn
to use the tool", but above all to bring the students, at all levels, to have a
"problem solving" approach, thus stimulating the development of key
competences as an essential tool for individual and social growth of target
group.
The projects also intends to let students acquire growing familiarity with new
technologies and to make them understand their potential. Moreover, it
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Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

Approach and
methodologies

Target groups

provides a boost to students' creativity because they need to create an object
"from A to Z", from idea to production.
The expected end products are of different nature and respond to diversified
teaching and social objectives.
On the educational level:
• about science, parts of the human body have been realized to help the
study of anatomy and biology;
• in math, it was possible to create solids to be used for the study of
geometry;
• in physics, components for experiments have been realized. Those one
graphically illustrate magnetic and electronic properties as well as parts
of drones;
• in design, 3D printing has allowed to acquire knowledge and skills of
three-dimensional modeling for reproducing artistic sculpture.
On the dissemination level, the project allowed:
• to produce the objects with the Institute’s logo to be distributed for
advertising the school;
• to realize exhibition and hobby objects and accessories (for example:
chess pieces, necklaces and bracelets, pen holders, cases, holders,
model cars) that can be used for fund raising activities managed by
students, as well as during exhibitions or fairs organized in the
surroundings.
The project has been developed through the analysis of several aspects
related to the individual disciplines involved; through the realization of the
software model; through a executive phase within the designed objects have
taken shape; through dissemination of information for sharing experience and
realizing projects.
Obviously, it was essential that the students have been first trained about the
use of 3D printing that was done by the 3D printers provider.
Teachers encouraged students to adopt a “problem solving” approach, in order
to stimulate the development of key competences as an essential tool for the
individual and social growth.
The 3D printing allowed active teaching, in fact this tool certainly allows an
effective approach to the philosophy of “makers”. This philosophy emphasizes
learning-by-doing and the rediscovery of an “artisan” spirit.
So the training was set up as follows:
• defining design lines;
• defining real goals;
• defining paths characterized by operational autonomy, for developing
critical awareness and ability to evaluate the success of the project.
This methodology allowed to improve students competence and skills then also
to make them able to document the project in its various phases.
The project involved 8 classes from High School of Applied Sciences, so in
total about 185 students.
Moreover, within the project there has been 15 teachers in charge of planning
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Duration
Main strength
and weaknesses

Lead
organisation
Financing Body
and Programme
Project area
intervention
Webpage

and coordinating activities.
The students developed the project during curricular hours.
The project started from February and ended in May 2016, for a total duration
of 4 months.
Strenghts
• Teachers encouraged students to adopt a “problem solving” approach,
in order to stimulate the development of key competences as an
essential tool for the individual and social growth.
• The project provides a boost to students' creativity.
• Students, at the end of their training, have knowledge and skills which
will allow them to face the university or the business world in a easier
way.
Weaknesses
• Short duration.
• Need for hardware and software resources.
Name of organization: Istituto di Istruzione Superiore “Giovanni Falcone”
Type of organisation: School/Institute/Educational centre (High Level)
Mission: this institute is specialized to training young students
Self-financed (school).
 International (specify the countries involved in the project)
 National
X Local
http://www.iisgiovannifalcone.gov.it/
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INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: PRINT STEM PROJECT
Brief description

Education level

Reason behind
the
project/practice

Aims and
objectives

PRINT STEM project focus is to develop, carry out and validate training
programs and related tools for transferrable use of 3D printers in secondary
schools.
The project goal is to overcome the students’ learning difficulties with reference
to mathematical and scientific literacy competences; in fact they often
perceived this subjects as something abstract, unrelated to their daily
experiences and perceptions.
For this reason, it is fundamental to develop new teaching methods that
promote interest and motivation for mathematics and scientific disciplines also
by 3D printers, that are the new frontier in experimental teaching.
The partnership involves 10 organizations of different and complementary
nature: 5 Secondary Schools (2 IT, 1 GR, 1 Turkey, 1 UK), 1 VET centre (IT), 1
training service company of entrepreneurial association (IT), 2 IT companies (1
E, 1 PL), 1 European Development Agency (CZ).
 Infant school
 Primary School
X Secondary Junior School
 High School
 Other (specify)_______________________
In the European context, it was observed that among the causes of early dropout from upper secondary school by students with a low level of basic
competences, there is the failure in learning mathematical and scientific literacy
competences and, more generally, of formal and coded languages. In 2009, in
Europe, the figure for students with insufficient abilities in science related
subjects, according to the PISA standard, was 17%, the share of European
students who did not reach a sufficient score in mathematics was 21%.
It is important to contrast this lack of interest towards such disciplines and the
progressive abandonment of subjects that provide an important asset in the
European labor market, because this is a market that offers many employment
possibilities to people with those skills.
The PRINT STEM project aim is to decrease the number of 15-years aged
European students with insufficient skills in the field of mathematics and
science, to less than 15% by 2020.
The general objectives are developed, carrying out and validating training
programs and related tools for transferrable use of 3D printers in secondary
schools, so to transfer and adapt good practices of partner countries who have
already tested their effectiveness in their respective schooling/training systems.
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Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

Approach and
methodologies

The project activities have been:
1) analysis-study of the potential application of 3D print technology to
experimental teaching of mathematics and science(IO1);
2) guidelines for the setting up of an interdisciplinary team of teachers for
experimental teaching with 3D printer, thus they will get new teaching
approaches (IO2);
3) elaboration of 5 extracurricular project work programmes (independent
learning and pupil-led experimentation) (IO3);
4) realisation of 5 experimentations aimed at the mediation of abstract
concepts in mathematics teaching (teach-led experimentation), accessible as
OER (IO4);
5) implementation of 5 experimentations aimed at the mediation of abstract
concepts in the teaching of physical and natural sciences (teach-led
experimentation), accessible as OER (IO5).
The impacts registered was:
On students: over 85% with higher appreciation of the experimental
methodology in comparison to traditional didactic methods and average
reduction by 7% of low achievers in Math and Science ex-post
experimentations.
On STEM teachers: development of new competences related to experimental
and innovative didactics.
On schools: innovation of own pedagogical context, improvement of effective
didactic teaching of STEM subjects, validated introduction of 3D printer use in
curricula activities, 10 new school-business partnerships with local companies
for the carry out of work-based learning experiences with use of 3D printers,
increase in reputation on the territory and increase in number of students
enrolled in the schools.
On technology/business oriented organizations: 6 new cooperation with local
schools, development of know-how in development of experimentations with
use of 3D printers for didactical aims.
The students worked with an interdisciplinary approach on teaching subjects
with innovative technical approach, they use the methodology of learning by
doing.
Teachers led lessons where the focus has been on 'made logic' so it wasn’t
necessary to have constant access to the printer. However, during learning,
where experimentation and refinement is a central learning strategy, students’
easy access is crucial.
Moreover, the project has implemented two possible approaches in the use of
a 3D printer in schools, called “SIMPLE approach” and “ADVANCED
approach”. Is important to point out that the choice of one method did not
exclude the use of the other one at a later time; in both of them the role of the
student was fundamental: students haven’t been mere observers but they were
prompted to work, suggest solutions and ask questions to attain the best
results. In both of them the teachers following the students during the process
must have a good knowledge of the software they were using for modeling
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Target groups

Duration
Main strength
and weaknesses

Lead
organisation

Partner
organisation

(add rows for each
partner)
Partner
organisation

Partner
organisation

Partner

objects, scaling them and interacting with the printer.
The project involve the secondary schools students and teachers as well as
technician assistant.
The aim of this project is testing the possibilities of exploitation of 3D Printers in
Schools to enhance aged 15yr old students' capabilities in STEM subjects,
which is when the greatest drop off occurs for schools in Europe.
The students were divided in group sizes of over 15, the access for individual
learners to the hardware would not be possible within the normal lesson
context unless multiple devices are utilized. Small sub groups of around 5
students could be formed who would then work independently of the main
group, with the support and supervision of a technician or teaching assistant
enabling a far more manageable learning environment.
The project lasted 2 years, it started on 01 September 2014 and finished on 31
August 2016.
Strenghts
• Development of skills very relevant for finding a job in the future.
• Possibility to use, or integrate, 2 different approaches on the basis of
students’ previous competences.
• Concretely bring closer students to scientific disciplines.
• Development of new cooperation at local level.
Weaknesses
• The action could be also addressed to students of junior and primary
schools so to develop earlier the attitude to scientific disciplines.
Name of organisation: Istituto di Istruzione Secondaria Superiore "A. Berenini"
Type of organisation: School/Institute/Educational centre – General education
(secondary level)
Mission: The technology institute from city Fidenza, Italy with longlasting
history provides high quality education in technical fields such as
mechanization, automatization and chemistry.
Name of organisation: Istituto Istruzione Superiore "C. E. Gadda"
Type of organisation: School/Institute/Educational centre – Vocational Training
(secondary level)
Mission: Institute from Italian Fornovo of Taro is specialized in scientific
subjects – ICT, chemistry, biology, mechanics – and in economical subjects.
Name of organisation: Cisita Parma s.r.l.
Type of organisation: School/Institute/Educational centre – Vocational Training
(tertiary level)
Mission: For more than 25 years Cisita Parma Srl. contributes to the business
development and supports different aspects of the management and human
resources development
Name of organisation: Kirkby Stephen Grammar School
Type of organisation: Other
Mission: Grammar school which provides education for about 400 boys and
girls aged between 11 and 19 excels at sport and is also well known for the
amazing range of extra-curricular activities.
Name of organization: SABANCI MESLEKI VE TEKNIK ANADOLU LISESI
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organisation

Partner
organisation

Partner
organisation

Partner
organisation

Partner
organisation

Partner
organisation

Financing Body
and Programme

Project area
intervention
Webpage

Type of organisation: School/Institute/Educational centre – Vocational Training
(secondary level)
Mission: Modern technical and vocational high school.
Name of organization: Danmar computers
Type of organization: Small and medium sized enterprise
Mission: Danmar Computers Company was established in 2000 as a IT
company. The main objective of activities are trainings and IT system
implementations. Since 2004 company has participated in many European
educational projects.
Name of organization: Associación de Investigación de la Industria del
Juguette, Conexas y Afines (Spain)
Type of organization: Other
Mission: AIJU is a research centre specializing in toys, children’s products and
leisure, based in Spain. AIJU provides technological innovation as a tool to
improve Competitiveness and Enterprise Development.
Name of organisation: Forma Futuro Soc. Cons. a r.l.
Type of organisation: Accreditation, certification or qualification body
Mission: Consulting and education agency specialized in human capital
development from Parma provides training and professional courses and
consultancy services.
Name of organization: 1 Epal of Chania
Type of organisation: Other
Mission: Educational institution from city Chania, Greece focusing on financial
services marine sector, construction industry, agriculture and the environment.
Name of organization: Evropská rozvojová agentura, s.r.o.
Type of organisation: Other
Mission: EUDA European Development Agency is a EU-wide network of
experts in regional development, innovation, education and evaluation based in
Prague, Czech Republic.
The project was co-funded by ERASMUS+ Programme within Key Action 2
“Cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practices” and within
Action Type “Strategic Partnerships for school education” through INDIRE
Italian National Agency.
X International (IT, GR, TK, UK; PL; CZ)
 National
 Local
http://www.printstemproject.eu/
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INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: 3D printing leisure group
Brief description

Education level

Reason behind
the
project/practice

Aims and
objectives

Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

The primary school “ZŠ Bedřicha Hrozného” in Lysá nad Labem has been
organising 3D printing leisure group since 2015. In the group, pupils learn how
to build and use 3D printer in a fun and entertaining way.
 Infant school
X Primary School
 Secondary Junior School
 High School
 Other (specify)_______________________
The leisure group was founded by computer science teacher, who has been
working with graphics and 3D printing for a long time. He has built his own 3D
printer and brought some printed models to the lesson. The pupils were very
excited and interested in learning to prepare and print models. This was an
impulse for the idea of making a 3D printing group.
Czech Framework Curriculum classifies technical education in the area of Man
and Work. This area focuses on improving the skills of pupils in different areas
of human activity and should contribute to the pupils' life and professional
orientation.
In recent years, there has been an incredible shift in new technology and 3D
printing is one of the progressive methods used to create products. For the
pupils it is very important to learn to use the new technologies for their future
opportunities on the labour market.
The aim of the project is to bring the pupils closer to science and new
technologies. Pupils learn how to work with technical materials, design and
engineering. During the building of the printer pupils learn how to work with a
technical manual and follow its instructions. In addition, working with 3D
printers can support group work that develops social and personal
competencies. Working with a 3D printer consists of three phases: model
preparation, printing itself and subsequent product editing, so that pupils
themselves can choose appropriate methods and strategies for working with
the printer, which will lead to the efficiency of their work and the improvement
of the final product. Students can independently experiment with different work
processes, compare their results and draw conclusions for their future work.
Pupils led by the teacher gradually assemble and set off the printer during first
months of the group. After 3 months, they perform the first calibration and trial
prints. Gradually, students learn about the operation and maintenance of the
printer while learning to create their own 3D printing models. The first 3D
model, that everyone manage to create and gradually print out, is a dice. Pupils
are excited about working with the printer and some are enthusiastic about
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Approach and
methodologies

Target groups
Duration
Main strength
and weaknesses

Lead
organisation

Partner
organisation

creating 3D models at home.
Because of the great interest of pupils, the group continues until now. At the
end of the school year, pupils put the printer back carefully into boxes and bags
so that a new group could rebuild the printer next year.
Pupils also try to work with a 3D pen and they are actively creating and printing
their own creations in the TinkerCAD 3D program.
School uses the printer not only for teaching 3D printing but also for printing
aids for teaching other subjects.
Teacher as the leader of the group uses an active and participatory
methodology and encourages pupils to adopt a problem solving approach, in
order to stimulate the development of key competences as an essential tool for
the individual and social growth.
In the first year, the leisure group was intended for pupils of 7th to 9th year of
primary school. Now, it is very popular also among pupils of 6th year.
The leisure group was founded in 2015 and it continues until now.
Strengths
• Development of technical competencies
• Development of social and personal competencies
Weaknesses
• resources in terms of hardware and software are needed
Name of organization: Primary school “ZŠ Bedřicha Hrozného” Lysá nad
Labem
Type of organisation: School/Institute/Educational centre (Primary Level)
Mission:
Not relevant

Financing Body
and Programme
Project area
intervention

Self-financed (school)

Webpage

https://www.prusa3d.cz/praxe/zs-lysa-nad-labem/

 International (specify the countries involved in the project)
 National
X Local
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INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: 3D Lab
Brief description
Education level

Reason behind
the
project/practice

Aims and
objectives

Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

The secondary school “Střední průmyslová škola na Proseku” in Prague runs a
3D Lab, which is used for teaching 3D technology, especially 3D printing.
 Infant school
 Primary School
X Secondary Junior School
 High School
 Other (specify)_______________________
In order to keep up with modern industrial technologies, pupils have to leave the
high school with knowledge and skills which meet current employers' demands.
An important part of this knowledge today is also a 3D printing which is used by
companies more and more often, for example for prototyping or small-scale
production.
The school bought the first 3D printer in 2009. In 2015, the school concluded a
partnership with Y Soft, a global technology company from the Czech Republic,
which provides solutions for 3D printing in the environment of educational
institutions and industrial companies. The school provided one class for the
testing operation of a specialized 3D technology lab, and Y Soft equipped it with
a number of 3D printers. The goal of the test run was to find the way for the 3D
printing technology to integrate as much as possible into school education. After
that, a systematic 3D printing education started at the school.
In addition to providing the school with an effective way to incorporate 3D printing
into the education, the teachers who worked with 3D printing in their lessons also
agreed on the positive impact of the technology on motivation of pupils. Since
3D printing allows fairly rapid transformation of individual assignments into real
objects, the interactivity of learning is enhanced, making it more visible and fun.
Making the classroom as accessible as possible also made it easier for graduate
students to use 3D print as part of their final projects.
The subject is organized in the context of inter-subject relations. Pupils create
mostly their own data, which then combine with common structural engineering
elements. They can also combine it with electronics and the like.
Firstly, pupils construct data in 3D software. Then the prototype data is verified
by the students in a classroom with 3D printers and then on real products.
The classroom is available in three modes. The first is classical teaching where
technology is used for project exercises. Pupils also have the opportunity to
come to the classroom and print out their own products during leisure activities.
The third regime applies to students who made real products as part of the
school-leaving exam.
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Approach and
methodologies

The students work with an interdisciplinary approach on teaching subjects with
innovative technical approach. The 3D Lab offers a venue to work where the
students can express their ideas and creativity for realizing objects through the
methodology of learning by doing.

Target groups

Initially, the teaching of this type of printing started in the 4th year. Now students
learn 3D printing already in the 2nd year.
Since 2015
Strenghts
• Development of technical competencies of the students
• Higher prestige of the school
Weaknesses
• resources in terms of hardware and software are needed
Name of organisation: Střední průmyslová škola na Proseku
Type of organisation: School/Institute/Educational centre – technical education
(secondary level)
Mission:
Not relevant

Duration
Main strength
and weaknesses

Lead
organisation

Partner
organisation

Financing Body
and Programme

Self-financed (school)

Project area
intervention

International (IT, GR, TK, UK; PL; CZ)
 National
X Local
http://www.sps-prosek.cz/

Webpage
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INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: Technical education in nursery schools
Brief description

Education level

Reason behind
the
project/practice

Aims and
objectives

The Pre-school Education Club of the Czech Management Association supports
the development of children in the field of technical education using the latest
technologies including 3D printing. The club advocates the expansion of socalled Technical Nurseries and the creation of technically focused tasks
X Infant school
 Primary School
 Secondary Junior School
 High School
 Other (specify)_______________________
Lack of people with technical education in the labour market is currently a
burning issue that affect the production constraints in many industries and also
hinders a number of innovative projects. The Pre-school Education Club of the
Czech Management Association therefore decided to support the development
of children in the field of technical education using the latest technologies
including 3D printing.
Within a few years, it proved that educating pre-school children technically is
meaningful. Several basic tasks were developed for the technical nurseries with
a focus on the technical fields of construction and engineering, some of them
included elements of mathematics and logic and technical and musical tasks
were also created. Some tasks are being applied in dozens of nursery schools
in South Moravia, and new technical topics have been incorporated into the
teaching of all kindergartens in Kuřim. At elementary schools, the club initiates
and extensively supports the equipment of the relevant workplaces with 3D
printers, computers, software, teacher training and pilot tasks.
The Pre-school Education Club of ČMA has been proposing the gradual
completion of the pre-primary education system in kindergartens and elementary
schools. It aims to include themes motivating the development of personalities,
crafts, interest in technical and natural sciences. The model is based on the
natural needs of the pupils, curiosity and supports the active discovery of the
world, competition and, above all, the use of everything new, the use of modern
media, technologies and games.
In 3D modelling and 3D printing, children use their fantasy, imagination and
support creative processes. This naturally leads to widening interest in other
fields and specializations. Orientation to modern technology is in practice verified
at the middle school level, but it is also easier for significantly younger pupils.
Printing objects and creating simple constructions thus coherently combines
basic manual skills with PC technology and the use of imagination of reality in
space.
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Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

Approach and
methodologies

Target groups
Duration
Main strength
and weaknesses

Lead
organisation

Partner
organisation
(if applicable)
Financing Body
and Programme
Project area
intervention
Webpage

As part of its activities, the club advocates the expansion of so-called Technical
Nurseries and the creation of technically focused tasks involving not only
teachers, but also nursery and elementary school children themselves. One
such task is to use 3D printing to produce toys. Primary school children print
simple 3D works on 3D printers, which are then used by preschoolers to
assemble different models, first known and usable as toys, later on a unique
design. Older children produce parts as toothed wheels or bolts for younger
pupils who use them for example for assembling trains, pendulum clock or
machines.
The project uses the methodology of learning by doing. Teachers encouraged
children to adopt a problem solving approach, in order to stimulate the
development of key competences as an essential tool for the individual and
social growth.
Nursery and Primary schools
The pre-school education club was founded in 2014 is active until now.
Strenghts
• support of technical education
• interest in technical fields and specializations
Weaknesses
• Need for hardware and software resources.
Name of organization: The Pre-school Education Club of the Czech
Management Association (Klub předškolního vzdělávání České manažerské
asociace)
Type of organisation:
Mission: Support of the development of children in the field of technical
education
Not relevant

Self-financed (school)
 International (specify the countries involved in the project)
 National
X Local
http://www.cma.cz/
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INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: 3D-HELP
Brief description

Education level

Reason behind
the
project/practice

Aims and
objectives

Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

Approach and
methodologies

3D-HELP: Enhancing EU Employability by Adult Training in 3D Printing aims to
provide a number of innovative tools which can help to improve and expand
high quality education in revolutionary 3D printing technology.
 Infant school
 Primary School
 Secondary Junior School
 High School
 Other (Adult Education)
With the EU actively engaging in a number of activities and events to help
Europe to Re-Industrialise, there is an urgent need to help European adults to
catch up with competences and skills in a number of new technologies that are
now available. The acquisition of this new skill can be useful especially in the
context of educational system.
The project’s main objective is to address the need of European industry for
workforce with 3D printing skills by developing specialized training tools that
would improve in a new, innovative manner the skills of adult learners, which
boost the chances of obtaining jobs or better paid jobs and, also, significantly
enlarge the horizon of job seeking.
Main outputs of the project:
-

Guidelines on the use of 3DP In Adult Education
3DP Case Studies for Adult Education
Curriculum of a 3DP Course for Adult Training
3DP Course Content for Adult Training
3DP trainer guidelines
3DP e-Learning System for Adult Training

In order to evaluate the course content developed for adult trainers in this
project, one pilot test will be organized by the Project consortium at a relevant
Partner Country to be identified during the kick-off meeting. The location/venue
of this pilot test will be selected based on the best location to attract the
relevant target group members that can provide valuable feedback for
improvement The pilot test will include a total of 20 participants coming from
target groups TG1 and TG2 defined above. The feedback arising from this pilot
test will be used to improve the course content to explicitly make it relevant to
adult learners and trainers. Feedback will be collected on the basis of
questionnaires, if necessary, by individual interviews, addressing the following
major issues:
- General impression and remarks
- Which training sections/units did the evaluators like, which not
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Target groups

- What was the learning outcome
- Feedback on the digital content developed
- Suggested changes to the course content.
The project is divided into several logical and sequential activities, related to
the specific Intellectual Outputs to be produced as a result. Upon completion,
with the grant support for Project Management / Implementation, the following
activities are envisaged :
1) planning and financial administration
2) communication among partners
3) quality control, monitoring and evaluation
4) information, promotion and dissemination
5) local activities of the project for the testing of the intellectual outputs
TG1: the primary TG are EU Adult trainers as these will be able to exploit the
3D-HELP training toolbox to help adult learners acquire Skills on 3D-P
technology;
TG2: the secondary TG consists of Adult learners that need a second chance
of catching up 3D-P technology;
TG3: the third TG consists of stakeholders related to the Adult Education
sector including policy makers and managers that can influence the direction of
adult training.

Duration
The project started on 1st November 2017 and runs until 31st October 2019.
Main strength
and weaknesses

Strength
This project will complement to reducing social exclusion and disparities in
learning outcomes of disadvantaged learners, enrolling them in active lifelong
learning activities.
Due to the project and its main products knowledge about skills related with
3DP provision trough open education resources will be extended for
stakeholders. A better understanding, knowledge and experience gained for
stakeholders will lead to greater integration into European space for different
stakeholders. It is expected that new networks will be created and possibilities
to cooperate with different stakeholders will be reached.
Weaknesses
Even though the project outputs will be publicly available, it is only a one-time
Erasmus+ project and not a long-term education program.

Lead
organisation

The action could be also addressed to students of junior and primary schools
so to develop earlier the attitude to scientific disciplines.
Name of organization: Evropska rozvojova agentura, s.r.o.
European Development Agency (EuDA) is a private company acting as a head
of an EU-wide network of institutions and experts in education, innovation and
regional development. EuDA provides state-of-the-art international expertise
for public, private, non-profit and academic sectors through educational
activities, international transfer of know-how, networking of key stakeholders
and through development and implementation of projects on regional, national
and transnational level.
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Partner
organisation
(if applicable)

Name of organization: SC Ludor Engineering SRL
Ludor Engineering is a Romania based company dedicated to providing
comprehensive services and consultancy, including implementation of various
ITC technologies in education as well as design, fabrication and documentation
of installations for STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math)
teaching. It is a member of ICONIC, a Romanian IT&C cluster.
Name of organization: MACDAC ENGINEERING CONSULTANCY BUREAU
LTD - MECB
MECB Ltd is a Malta based Excellence Consulting Bureau, dedicated to driving
excellence & innovation support through the
provision of relevant, multidisciplinary, high-quality: technical consulting
services, research and training services, EU project partnering services.
Name of organization: SOCIALINIU INOVACIJU FONDAS
Social Innovation Fund (SIF, www.lpf.lt) is non-governmental organisation,
established in 1994 to assist people with fewer opportunities and
disadvantaged backgrounds to make positive changes in their life through the
provision of educational opportunities, social support, information and advice.
To ensure its main mission SIF works closely with various networks and
business enterprises.
Name of organization:
VRANCICA

STROJARSKA

TEHNICKA

SKOLA

FAUSTA

The Technical High School Faust Vrančić is a vocational high school with 4
four-year curricula and one three-year curriculum. The four-year curricula are
for: mechatronics technicians, computer engineering technicians, motor vehicle
technicians and engineering technicians. Since 2013/2014 we have two
experimental curricula: mechatronics technicians and motor vehicle
technicians. The 3 three-year curriculum is for CNC operators.
Financing Body
and Programme

Project area
intervention

Webpage

Financed by European Commission, in the framework of Erasmus+ programme




International (Czech Republic, Romania, Lithuania, Malta, Croatia)
National
Local

http://3dhelp.euda.eu/
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2.
INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: 3D Printing Workshop: Development, Application and its
Contribution to Local Economy
Brief description

Education level

Reason behind
the
project/practice

Aims and
objectives

Implemented
activities and
final outcomes
Approach and
methodologies

Full day workshop organised by Dr Jessie Qun Ren, Senior Lecturer in
Marketing, Southampton Solent University, supported by HEIF funding where
various speakers contributed. It provided an opportunity to explore and discuss
the digital opportunities, especially the development and application of 3D
printing technology and its potential contribution to local/national economy. It
was a valuable opportunity to explore, extend and strengthen the network.
 Infant school
 Primary School
 Secondary Junior School
 High School
 Other (Adult Education)
Through this course, adult learners could explore and discuss the digital
opportunities, the development and application of 3D printing technology and
its potential contribution to local/national economy with various speakers,
including Professor Richard Hua-Li, Founder of China Association for
Management of Technology and CAMOT Innovation Academy Cambridge, and
Former President of Sias International University, China.
To drive lateral thinking and radical approaches to address research and 3D
printing innovation challenges and to develop research and innovation projects
which contributed regional economy development, especially firstly in the
Solent Area and then to the UK scope.
- Opportunity to explore and discuss the digital opportunities
- To develop research and innovation projects which contributed regional
economy development
A panel of external contributors include national and global influential
researchers from various research areas, representatives from international
renowned 3D printing distributors, 3D printing service providers and people
from various industries (such as, people from Maritime and shipping industry)
in which 3D printing skills are expected to refresh or innovate the industry’s
development.

Target groups
Anyone interested in 3D printing development and application in 21st century.
Duration
One-day workshop
Main strength
and weaknesses

Strength
- Everyone can participate
- A valuable opportunity to explore, extend and strengthen the network

Weakness
- Very limited number of participants
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Lead
organisation

Name of organization: Southampton Solent University - Dr Jessie Qun Ren,
Senior Lecturer in Marketing
This university is focused on the practical side of higher education – giving
students the connections, experience and confidence to turn their
newfound knowledge into a career with real, meaningful impact. Curriculums
are created in collaboration with industry employers, gurantee that the skills
and knowledge you gain have genuine market value.

Partner
organisation
(if applicable)

Name of organization: BCS Hampshire Branch
BCS, The Chartered Institute for IT, is committed to making IT good for society.
BCS uses the power of the network to bring about positive, tangible change
and champions the global IT profession and the interests of individuals,
engaged in that profession, for the benefit of all. The Institute fosters links
between experts from industry, academia and business to promote new
thinking, education and knowledge sharing.
Name of organization: China Centre (Maritime)
The China Centre (Maritime) is part of the Warsash School of Maritime Science
and Engineering at Southampton Solent University. It aims to use its academic
excellence; its expertise in Chinese maritime affairs and its links with the
Chinese, British and worldwide maritime communities to act as a bridge,
bringing countries closer in maritime-related affairs and beyond. The Centre
promotes teaching, research, consultancy and other activities concerning the
role of China as a major maritime nation in the 21st century. It provides a focus
for study in a variety of maritime activities in which China is prominently
involved, and a forum for discussion and debate concerning China's rise as a
maritime power in the 21st century.

Financing Body
and Programme
Project area
intervention

Webpage

HEIF funding




International
National
Local

http://www.bcs.org/content/conWebDoc/56208
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3.
INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: Introduction to Computer Aided Design (CAD) and 3D
Printing
Brief description

Education level

Reason behind
the
project/practice

Aims and
objectives

Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

The MVLA Adult School offers an introductory course on Computer Aided
Design and 3D Printing. At the end of this course, the learners acquire the
skills need to design with CAD software and to 3D print their designs.
 Infant school
 Primary School
 Secondary Junior School
 High School
 Other (Adult Education)
Through this course, adult learners can acquire some basic skills and
knowledge in 3D modeling and 3D printing. These, in turn, could be further
improved and used to start a business, to get a job, to develop hobby activities,
etc.

To equip adult learners with the skills needed to create 3D models with CAD
software and to 3D print them.

-

Approach and
methodologies

learning the concepts of computer aided design (CAD)
learning how to create 3D models for 3D printing
acquiring knowledge on 3D printing

Students will learn the concepts of computer aided design (CAD) in a dynamic
classroom approach using user friendly design software to create 3D models.
Students will translate initial concepts into functional designs and create the
design files. Designs are then materialized using 3D printers to give the student
an end-to-end perspective of the process and produce actual models of their
designs.

Target groups
-

parents or caregivers interested to design engaging projects for and
with children,
engineers who want to prototype
technically curious individual interested

Duration
Winter 2018 session: Jan 2 – Mar 16
Spring 2018 session: Mar 19 – Jun 1
Main strength
and weaknesses

Strength
- Students will learn the concepts of computer aided design (CAD) in a
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dynamic classroom approach using user friendly design software to
create 3D models
Weakness
- Very limited number of participants (just for 12 students)
Lead
organisation

The Mountain View Los Altos High School District (MVLA)
MVLA is committed to the academic success of every student, and to providing
support and growth opportunities so each student can reach their full potential.
MVLA schools reflect the diversity, ambitions and spirit of innovation of Silicon
Valley. Serving the communities of Mountain View, Los Altos and Los Altos
Hills, the MVLA district is comprised of two traditional high schools, an
alternative high school, an adult education center, the Freestyle Academy for
Arts & Technology, and Middle College. The school also provides enhanced
curriculum in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math.
Instructors of this course : Kip Farmer, Loretta Chui

Partner
organisation
(if applicable)

Financing Body
and Programme

Project area
intervention

Webpage

The regional collaborative with the North Santa Clara County Student
Transition Consortium continues to be our mechanism for joint venues with
Foothill Community College, De Anza Community College, Fremont Union
High School District, and Palo Alto Unified School District. Our teaching team
has recently collaborated with local community colleges instructors and adult
schools teachers to hold joint professional development sessions.
The Governor’s budget continues to provide “dedicated funding” for adult
schools state-wide.This is an important distinction, because it provides funds
specifically for adult learners in the core areas: English as a Second Language
(ESL), Career Technical Education (CTE), High School Diploma/GED, and
Adults with Disabilities (AWD).
Additionally, the Adult School also offers noncore programs based on
community interests. This level of funding will allow the Mountain View Los
Altos Adult School to maintain our current level of course offerings and
program operations.
 International (specify the countries involved in the project)
 National
 Local
http://www.mvla.net/view/35829.pdf, page 12
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4. INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: 3D PRINT – FIT CTU

Brief description

Optional Bachelor subject which is taught at FIT CTU in Prague, Czech
Republic. Within this subject students learn the basics of 3D printing,
intermediate technics of printing or to build a printer, etc.
•
•
•
•
•

Education level

Reason behind
the
project/practice

Aims and
objectives

Infant school
Primary School
Secondary Junior School
High School
Other (University)

The one reason for teaching the subject 3D Print was to promote new
technologies among university students. Moreover, implementation of new
technologies into teaching is very important especially due to the high
demand for the workforce with 3D printing skills.

Firstly, students will learn how to design there-dimensional objects optimized
for printing on RepRap printer, secondly, prepare it for printing, and finally,
how to print it themselves.

Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

Within the term paper, students create a PC model, prepare the model for
printing and print it themselves on printers they have built during the term.

Approach and
methodologies

•

RepRap

•

OpenSCAD

•

Slicing, GCode, Slic3r, KISSlicer

•

STL

Target groups

Students of all ČVUT faculties

Duration

Regularly in the winter / summer term

Main strength
and weaknesses

Strength
- It is possible to study this subject in English
Weaknesses
- Limited number of participants
- Primarily intended for students of the Faculty of Information
Technology

Lead
organisation

Czech Technical University in Prague – Faculty of Information Technology
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The mission of this faculty is to provide top technical education in the major
fields of informatics, focusing on informatics and communication
technologies at bachelor, master and doctoral level, and to conduct research
and development comparable with that carried out at leading European
faculties of information technology.
Partner
organisation
(if applicable)
Financing Body
and Programme
Project area
intervention
Webpage

Beneficiary’s own sources

•
•
•

International (specify the countries involved in the project)
National
Local

http://3dprint.fit.cvut.cz/vyuka
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5. INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: KVIC 3D PRINTING

Brief description

Education level

Within this course which is primarily designed for upper-elementary and
secondary school teachers, you can get basic information about 3D printing
technology and a lot of tips, tricks and especially methods which can be
used in many different classes.
•
•
•
•
•

Infant school
Primary School
Secondary Junior School
High School
Other (Adult Education)

Reason behind
the
project/practice

In the EU there is a need to help European adults to catch up with
competences and skills in a number of new technologies that are now
available. Implementation of new technologies into teaching is very
important especially due to the high demand for the workforce with 3D
printing skills. It is therefore essential to educate teachers in this field.

Aims and
objectives

The aim of this course is to learn target groups the following:
- how 3D printer is produced
- how does it work
- what can be done
- how to get or design a 3D model
- how to correctly set up printing from different materials

Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

You will learn not only to correctly print models that are freely available on
the Internet but also to create and realize your own.

Approach and
methodologies

The course is based on an individual approach, which allows a low number
of participants.
Use of the program OpenScad.

Target groups
Duration
Main strength
and weaknesses

-

Teachers of upper-elementary and secondary schools
Leisure time educators

Regularly several times a year
Strength
- The course can be paid from the program "Simplified expenditure
statement projects under the Czech Operational Programme
"Research, Development, and Education 2014-2020"
- Special course designed for teachers which gives them a manual
focused on how to teach
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Weaknesses
- Limited number of participants
- The course takes place only in this regional Institute. Because of this
fact is not easily accessible for everyone.
Lead
organisation

Regional Institute for further education of pedagogical workers and
information center, Nový Jičín, Funded Organisations
The main purpose and subject matter of the organization is:
- to ensurec the further education of school staff
- to provide advice on methodologies and management of schools and
school facilities
- to provide information about new directions and practices in
education
- to ensure coordination of support activities for schools and school
facilities, development programs and other activities

Partner
organisation
(if applicable)
Financing Body
and Programme
Project area
intervention
Webpage

Financed by course fees

•
•
•

International (specify the countries involved in the project)
National
Local

http://www.kvic.cz/kurz/1322091800/3D_tiskneme
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O1 - fun@science report
Working sheet – Collection of interesting practices
Rev. 01 Date 14.12.2017
INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE:
Brief description
Anprino the ANPRI Robot

Education level

Reason behind
the
project/practice

Aims and
objectives

Robot Anprino is a pedagogical project that combines 3D Printing +
Programming + Arduino.
An open source robotic project coupled with 3D printing is its extreme
customization. Instead of some components associated with specific shapes,
there is a library of continually growing parts thought to be multifunctional,
modular and expandable in any combinations. The library itself is editable by
anyone who has elementary knowledge of 3D modeling.
Any school can build your Robot Anprino
http://www.anpri.pt/anprino/index.php/sobre-o-anprino/
 Infant school
 Primary School
 Secondary Junior School
 High School
 Other (Social intervention projects for young
people)_______________________
(max 1000 characters)
Help to develop programming and robotics of basic and secondary schools in
Portugal

(max 1000 characters)
Continue to train teachers
To assist the schools with the necessary equipment to be able to include
robotics in our schools
Raising lessons learned for Robots to promote the articulation of robotics
programming with curricular areas, transverse areas and school subjects.
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Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

(max 2000 characters)
Training teache
Workshop in schools
Particpace in educational events

Approach and
methodologies

(max 2000 characters)
Problem-based learning

Target groups

(max 1000 characters)
students
teachers
social projects

Duration

Main strength
and weaknesses

Include duration and years of activity
students - 1.30 hours
teachers 25 hours
social projects 3 hours
(max 2000 characters)
Strong point; the knowledge
Weak Point: The means and resources

Lead
organisation

Name of organization: Association of Computer Science

Teachers (ANPRI)
Type of organisation: Non profit organization
Mission: Represent Informátic Teachers

Partner
organisation
(if applicable)

Name of organization: Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian
Type of organisation:
Mission: improve the quality of life of people through the arts, beneficence,
science and education

Financing Body
and Programme

(add rows for each partner)
If not applicable, indicate the means of financing
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Project area
intervention
Webpage





International (specify the countries involved in the project)
National
Local

http://www.anpri.pt/
http://www.anpri.pt/anprino/
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O1 - fun@science report
Working sheet – Collection of interesting practices
Rev. 01 Date 14.12.2017
INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE:
Brief description

ATEC is committed to the evolution of the vocational training system, fulfilling
the needs of the new generations of students/trainees.

Education level

 Infant school
 Primary School
 Secondary Junior School
 High School
 Other (specify): Vocational Training
- Promote effective digital-age learning by developing new digital pedagogic
approaches to improve students/trainees results and motivation for STEM
areas.
- Focus on the most adequate digital tools that are able to integrate the
learning outcomes approach.

Reason behind
the
project/practice

Aims and
objectives
Implemented
activities and
final outcomes
Approach and
methodologies

Development of new digital pedagogic approaches in the vocational training.

Target groups

- Students/trainees satisfaction
- Reduce abseteeism
- Reduce dropouts
- Share experiences with different partners, experienced in vocational training
or not;
- Develop new session plans
- Develop new training manuals and exercises, equipment/software/material.
Vocational training classes

Duration

School year

Main strength
and weaknesses

Strength- vocational/technical training experience;
Weaknesses- Mindset Changing process
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Lead
organisation

Name of organization: ATEC – Academia de Formação
Type of organisation: Vocational Training Academy

Partner
organisation
(if applicable)

Mission: Trainning
Name of organization:
Type of organisation:
Mission:

Financing Body
and Programme

Project area
intervention
Webpage

(add rows for each partner)
If not applicable, indicate the means of financing





International (specify the countries involved in the project)
National
X Local

www.atec.pt
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O1 - fun@science report
Working sheet – Collection of interesting practices
Rev. 01 Date 14.12.2017
INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE:
Brief description

(max 1000 characters)
Artica Creative Computing is a company specialized in custom solutions
development and Interactive Installations, we do robotics electronics and
software development all things creatively.

Education level

Reason behind
the
project/practice

• Infant school
• Primary School
• Secondary Junior School
• High School
• Other (specify)_We have professionals with all education Levels
(max 1000 characters)
3D printing is a key tool in order to test rapidly concepts and pieces..

Aims and
objectives

(max 1000 characters)
The usage of 3D printing is wit artica since its foundations and is used mainly
to perform small series and prototyping.

Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

(max 2000 characters)
We perform artistic project and customised technological solutions.

Approach and
methodologies

(max 2000 characters)
Agile development in a user based centered design methology

Target groups

(max 1000 characters)
Shows, Brand Activation, Teaching and Research

Duration

Include duration and years of activity
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8 Years
Main strength
and weaknesses

(max 2000 characters)
Strength Multidisciplinarity, and methodology.
Weakness: Focus

Lead
organisation

Name of organization:
ArticacCC
Type of organisation:
Commercial
Mission: Physical and Creative Computation
Name of organization:

Partner
organisation
(if applicable)

Type of organisation:
Mission:

Financing Body
and Programme

Project area
intervention

Webpage

(add rows for each partner)
If not applicable, indicate the means of financing
Client projects and P2020

•

International (specify the countries involved in the project) - USA, UK,
China, Singapore, Taiwan, Australia
• National Portugal
• Local
www.artica.cc
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Working sheet – Collection of interesting practices
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INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: Future Classroom – Innovator space for learning
Brief description

(max 1000 characters)

Learning spaces should be versatile and adaptable, allowing diverse and
mouldable uses of various teaching methodologies. Its design now includes
equipment and tools that allow access to different sources of information
and various events outside of school, allowing students a direct participation
in their learning process, contextualized by social and technological reality,
giving greater meaning to learning and making the most significant.
Manninen (2007, p. 27) classifies learning according to five different
contexts: physical, local, social, technological and educational. In this way,
new learning spaces to be sufficiently modular and scalable, resulting from
an intervention in terms of design and design spaces, making it pleasant and
user spaces, technologically modern and upgradable, since the technology
keeps a high pace of modernization and development.
The Future Classroom Lab (FCL) is a modular space, equipped with the most
modern teaching support equipment, and used either for teacher training or
for use in educational experiences involving students. It still serves as a
showcase for equipment available from several equipment suppliers and
may be used and tested in context by different actors of the teaching learning process.
In an decentralization effort, giving the possibility of training Portuguese
teachers on the application of different methods of teaching and learning
and the dissemination of equipment and other educational partners, it was
installed and open of a similar room at Escola Secundária Manuel Martins,
with the support of Education of the General Directorate and several
national suppliers of materials and equipment.
Education level

Reason behind
the
project/practice

 Infant school
 Primary School
 X Secondary Junior School
 X High School
 Other (specify)_______________________
(max 1000 characters)

Escola Secundária Manuel Martins is a school with a student population
from a middle/low social strata, with high deficits on student learning ,
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which has the effect of a high level of retention in primary education as well
as a poorly provision in 9th grade national exams.
These students do not have, mostly, home access to Information
and Communication Technologies (ICT), so they have almost no skills on the
basic use of equipment and resources.
On the other hand, have low levels of motivation for studies, so the more
traditional teaching methods do not constitute in itself a guarantee learning,
as students drop out at the first difficulty. They cannot rely, in most cases, on
the family background or support, so they are students who get lost at
school, hardly pursuing their studies until the end.
Aims and
objectives

(max 1000 characters)

So for these students a methodology based on contextual problem solving,
using new information technologies in a more informal setting, can be an
asset in their motivation and learning, giving meaning to the concepts and
learning in development, strengthening need to increase their personal
efforts to improve the acquisition of knowledge. This students, show high
interest in practical activities, so the use of methodologies contextualized by
their experiences enhance the significant learning and interest in carrying
out the activities and acquisition of knowledge, reinforcing the inherent
autonomy, need for greater respect for the work done by the teacher.
Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

(max 2000 characters)
Implementation of learning stories with a main focus on the curricular articulation,
using the various SAF values for the implementation of inquiry based learning
activities.
Use of space for research activities and presentation of results to colleagues and
other members of the school population. Conducting video conferences with
experts from different areas; video lecture classes given by professors from
several Portuguese and European universities; use of space Create for the
development of language skills, namely English and French; use of space Create
for 3D modeling as an integral part of the projects in which the school
participates.

Approach and
methodologies

(max 2000 characters)

For our students a methodology based on contextual problem solving, using
new information technologies in a more informal setting, can be an asset in
their motivation and learning, giving meaning to the concepts and learning
in development, strengthening need to increase their personal efforts to
improve the acquisition of knowledge. This students, show high interest in
practical activities, so the use of methodologies contextualized by their
experiences enhance the significant learning and interest in carrying out the
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activities and acquisition of knowledge, reinforcing the inherent autonomy,
need for greater respect for the work done by the teacher.
In this context, the existence of a room as the SAF can be an asset to the school
students and can be used as a complement to more formal and traditional teaching
methodologies, reinforcing them and amplifying their results. It is intended an
improvement in school results in the three years of lower secondary education,
using inquire - based learning methodology, enabling increased student motivation
for the study and for your personal effort, improving the effects of education and
enhancing the acquisition knowledge
Target groups

(max 1000 characters)
This project have three main target groups:
- School students, speacially students from 12 to 14 years old;
- Teachers, in training activities;
- School boards, city hall education teams.

Duration

Include duration and years of activity
Started: April 2014
Years of activity: 4 school years

Main strength
and weaknesses

(max 2000 characters)
The developement of 21st century skills is one of the biggest strenghes of this
project: the use of thecnology for leaning, comunication skills, autonomy and
problem solving are skills that already are the most requested among those who
contract higly trained manpower, and this project aims to increase knlowledge
but, mainly, skils.
The use of these methodologies involves a high degree of motivation and ownersh
ip by the school teachers. Coming out of her usual comfort zone, teachers tend to
reject the proposals for new and bolder methods, especially if they involve a
paradigm shift: teaching in context transfers the centrality of education to the
student, requiring new teaching strategies, a strong scientific- pedagogical training
and a degree of motivation for the development of an integrated and truly
interdisciplinary work. Has a consequence the respect for students by the teacher's
work is strengthened.
Changing ther teacher methodologies is one of the higest weaknesses of this
project: it takes time, much more time then the changing of the students needs for
learning in different enviroments and with diferent approaches.

Lead
organisation

Name of organization:
Escola Secundária Dom Manuel Martins
Type of organisation:
Public School
Mission:
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Partner
organisation
(if applicable)

Financing Body
and Programme

Education
Name of organization:
General Directorate of Education (DGE)
Type of organization:
Ministry of Education
Mission:
Support with training
(add rows for each partner)
If not applicable, indicate the means of financing
School Budget

Project area
intervention
Webpage





International (specify the countries involved in the project)
X National
X Local

https://cunhacj.wixsite.com/saf-setubal
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O1 – fun@science report
Working sheet – Collection of interesting practices
Rev. 01 Date 23.02.2018
INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: ‘RepRap’ 3D Printer
Brief description

The student Johan Crook leaded a school team project aiming at to assemble a
‘RepRap’ 3D Printer. The Nobel International School Algarve was the only
International school in the South of Portugal to have such an advanced piece of
equipment.
The 3D printer is able to provide valuable experiences for students interested in
design, electronics and computer programming and it was assembled by a team
of students and teachers led by the student referred to above. The ‘RepRap’ 3D
Printer prototype was shown at the Science Fair promoted by the Nobel
International School Algarve, the «alma mater» of the concerned student. “I’m
really excited to go through with this. It’s never been done before at this school,
so I’m looking forward to contributing to advancing the school’s technology with
my team”, said Johan Crook.

Education level

Reason behind
the
project/practice

 Infant school
 Primary School
 Secondary Junior School
X High School
 Other (specify)_______________________
‘RepRap’ (short for replicating rapid prototyper) is an initiative to develop a 3D
printer that can print most of its own components, which means it is mostly selfreplicating once the first model has been made. The initiative started in 2005 at
the University of Bath, UK. It is a free software sharing initiative where each
prototype contributes to the development of the best 3D printer.
The ‘RepRap’ initiative has already validated four 3D printer models and Johan
Crook’s team assembled a prototype from the ‘Mendel’ model (2009), with the
support of teachers from the Physics and the Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) departments.

Aims and
objectives

The project at Nobel International School Algarve was proposed by Johan
Crook himself as a boost to his application to the Nobel International School
Algarve. The Nobel International School Algarve gave full support to the
proposal and will hold this 3D printer technology to service new generations of
students.

Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

The prototype was built and was exhibited at a local science event
(Science Fair 2014). Team leader applied successfully to University. These
experiences supported his admission to an Engineering Design degree (at
Bristol, but not at Bath has he planned initially)
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Approach and
methodologies

Target groups

Duration
Main strength
and weaknesses

Lead
organisation

Partner
organisation

Financing Body
and Programme
Project area
intervention
Webpage

Usage of free software originally developed at the University of Bath. This
software assured the 3D printing of several components needed to build-up the
printer itself. Involvement of online communities, eager to share their knowledge
for a common goal. The later activities were required whenever there were some
questions arising during the implementation of the project. Support of the school
itself, namely in what concerns the purchase of required supplies for the existing
3D printer, as well as the scientific contribution of certain professors (this effort
was also made by professors heading from the University of Bath, albeit at a
lesser extent).
The project involved a team of year-13 students from Nobel International
School Algarve, led by Johan Crook. It was needed also the support of
specialised professors, namely from Physics and ICTs.
The project lasted for several months: it started on the last quarter of 2013,
culminating on a public exhibition at School’s Science Fair of April/May 2014.
Strengths
• Development of several competences: technical level, but also
transversal level (soft skills);
• A good example of project-based learning and a demonstrator of the
trendy concept of circular economy.
Weaknesses
• Initiatives like this one are not always easy to be transferred to other
contexts, mainly due to the resources that are needed (software,
material, time, team of experts, etc.).
Name of organization: Nobel International School Algarve, from Lagoa
(Portugal)
Type of organisation: Private school, for students from 3 to 18 years old
Mission: a school providing an educational experience that challenges the
minds of the pupils, by means of inspiring their creativity and inducing a desire
for discovery.
Name of organization: University of Bath, from Bath (UK)
Type of organisation: HEI (Higher Education Institution)
Mission: to deliver world-class research and teaching, educating our students
to become future leaders and innovators, and benefiting the wider population
through our research, enterprise and influence.
Self-financed (Nobel International School Algarve), with the support of the
community and particularly of the University of Bath
 International (specify the countries involved in the project)
 National
X Local
http://ensina.rtp.pt/atualidade/aluno-algarvio-constroi-impressora-3d/
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1.
INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: 3DP – Training in 3D Printing To Foster EU Innovation &
Creativity
Brief description

The main objective of 3DP project is to increase the 3D printing skills
proficiency among students, youth and adults from partner countries.

Education level

 Infant school
 Primary School
 Secondary Junior School
 High School
 Other (Continuous education level)
3D printing technology is gaining on popularity and is now applicable in many
fields, including industry, medicine, electronics or architecture. All this
translates to the increased market demand for employees having skills or
qualifications in this respect. This market gap was the main reason behind the
project.

Reason behind
the
project/practice

Aims and
objectives

The project aims to give people the opportunity to develop their skills in 3D
printing and to acquire the knowledge that allows them to activate in this field,
like employee, entrepreneur, trainer, intermediary, etc. It is addressed to
organizations, companies and persons interested to use or to support others to
use the 3D printing technology, in various domains like education, industry, art,
entrepreneurship.

Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

To achieve the project’s goal, the partners agreed to deliver the following
results:
- Guidelines and case studies
- Curricula of the 3D printing course
- 3D printing courseware
- Trainer guides
- E-learning platform.
In order to accomplish comprehensive and satisfactory outputs, the choice of
organisations leading each output was based on their knowledge and expertise
in the field, but at the same time the cooperation and feedback from other
partners is also taken into account. Hence, all the results are thoroughly tested
and looked at from different perspectives. Partners are consulted at every
stage of outputs development.
The course materials and curricula are adjusted to different levels of
proficiency. All the materials developed within the project will be OER.

Approach and
methodologies

Target groups

Student, youth and adults interested in new technologies and market
opportunities. VET providers and entrepreneurs.
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Duration

09.2016 to 08.2018

Main strength
and weaknesses

Main strength is a strong partnership behind the project, its clear
structure and complexity of the results. All materials will be freely
available to everyone interested in developing skills concerning 3D
printing. The impact on VET organisation and educational organisations
will be the improvement and modernisation of their educational offer.
Graduates in the field of design, engineering, architecture will be able to
enhance their knowledge and skills using the developed e-learning
platform. One weakness, resulting from the structure of the financing
programme, is the theoretical character of the project. To students,
schools or VET providers, interested in this technology, it offers
knowledge, there is no possibility to finance or co-finance the necessary
equipment, and because of that if a school or training provider wants to
use this knowledge in practice, they need to look for other sources of
finance.
Ludor Engineering
str. Costea Voda nr. 86, Valea Adanca, jud. Iasi
Romania
Ludor Engineering is a Romania based engineering company dedicated
to providing comprehensive services in product development,
mechanical engineering & design, 3D printing and prototyping.

Lead
organisation

Partner
organisation
(if applicable)

Name of organization: CAMIS Center, Universitatea Politehnika din Bucuresti,
Type of organisation: R&D centre
Mission: University Politehnica of Bucharest is the largest Technical University
in Romania, with great expertise and bearing an essential role in the
development of Higher Education in the country. One of its research and
development centres, UPB-CAMIS, has a vast experience and expertise in ICT
technologies for innovation and creativity in Engineering, these concepts being
taught to students for several years. CAD/CAM or additive manufacturing
technologies constituted an integral part in the training process of a technical
engineer. The academic and technical staff of CAMIS centre has experience in
CAD/CAMD and ICT technologies concepts. Among other fields, our expertise
lies also with e-learning technologies, customization and design of such
platforms/environments, augmented reality technologies for educational
purposes, the design and implementation of Eco-technologies and enjoyable
adult learning
Name of organization: MECB Ltd
Type of organisation: Consulting bureau
Mission: MECB Ltd is a Malta based Excellence Consulting Bureau , dedicated
to driving excellence & innovation support through the provision of relevant,
multidisciplinary, high-quality:
- Technical consulting services
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- Research and training services
- EU project partnering services
Name of organization: Northern Lithuania College
Type of organisation: Higher education institution
Mission: College prepares undergraduate students to meet or exceed
performance expectations in initial professional positions and to build upon
experiences to achieve career advancement. Our focus is on student
development of disciplinary competence, effective communication skills,
collaborative problem solving skills, competence in the use of technology and
an understanding of the importance of ethical behavior.
Name of organization: Public institution Information Technologies Institute (ITI)
Type of organisation: enterprise
Mission: Public institution Information Technologies Institute (ITI) was
established in 1997 and started as an organization which creates temporary
professional working groups for projects on Information System design. ITI has
strong experience in IT training/testing courseware design and development
Financing Body
and Programme
Project area
intervention

Webpage

Financed by European Commission, in the framework of Erasmus+ programme




International (Romania, Lithuania, Malta, Italy, Poland)
National
Local

https://3d-p.eu/
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2.
INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: Centrum Druku 3D (3D printing centre)

Brief description

In order to familiarize students with 3D printing techniques, the school in
Wodzisław Śląski and a group of pedagogues decided to involve young pupils
in activities related to this technology. Teachers of vocational subjects,
educator and students themselves prepared the project and then made a
model of their school in 1:100 scale using a 3D printer.

Education level

 Infant school
 Primary School
 Secondary Junior School
 High School
 Other (specify)
A PCKZiU school in Wodzisław Śląski is one of the best assessed vocational
schools in the country. Not without a reason, a school wants to prepare their
students for challenges of future labour market and invests in new
technologies. This particular project was created to serve as a kind of
introduction to 3D printing potential.

Reason behind
the
project/practice

Aims and
objectives

The main goal of the students' involvement in the work using 3D printing was to
improve their professional skills, prepare for the examination and develop the
skills of cooperation in a group.

Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

The work done on this project, from the very beginning required a lot of
commitment and creativity from all of the participants. In order for the whole
project to be done carefully and reliably, the students together with the
teaching staff had to first create 3D models, print them and assemble the whole
construction. As a result, a model was created representing the school grounds
with sports facilities on a scale of 1:100 with dimensions of 1.25 m x 1.47 m.

Approach and
methodologies

The main aspect that was emphasised and praised by both teachers and
students involved in this project was the great opportunity of project and team
work that this kind of assignment required. Interesting approach implemented
here was the supervising the project by two teachers, one responsible for
technology aspect, and the other for visual aspect and aesthetics.

Target groups

Vocational students, teachers and persons interested in 3D printing
technology.

Duration

October and November 2017
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Main strength
and weaknesses

Lead
organisation

Partner
organisation
(if applicable)

In case of this project, advantages are many, as well as beneficiaries.
School shows its interest in new technologies, which has a very positive
effect on the promotion, students benefit from learning on this
prospective technology and increasing their IT skills, teachers develop
their professional workshop and become leaders of innovation.
Powiatowe Centrum Kształcenia Zawodowego i Ustawicznego
ul. Gałczyńskiego 1
44-300 Wodzisław Śląski Poland
Name of organization: N.A.
Type of organisation:
Mission:
(add rows for each partner)

Financing Body
and Programme

Project area
intervention

Webpage

Beneficiary’s own sources





International (specify the countries involved in the project)
National
Local

http://pckziu.wodzislaw.pl/index.php/2017/11/29/wydrukowali-szkolenowatorski-druk-3d-pckziu-wodzislawiu-slaskim/
https://www.facebook.com/Centrum-Druku-3D-PCKZiU-Wodzisław-Śląski160114544579029/?hc_ref=ARTJc6Hbd6WFVu9ftfzqiZxNBEKGUt669O8gMC0iQfTJoJUR8eEEuE3xM8wMqOTDZ8
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3.
INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: Classes in 3D printing and modelling for primary school
pupils “Projekt z klasą”
Brief description

This project was the initiative of students of IT High School that wanted to use
their knowledge and the equipment available to promote 3D printing within their
younger colleagues from Primary School.

Education level

 Infant school
 Primary School
 Secondary Junior School
 High School
 Other (specify)
The project is a great example of a grassroots movement. Students of
technical high school, seeing that their school has a 3D printer, that had not
been used for months, suggested to start a project where they would teach
their younger colleagues, from primary school, the basics of 3D printing and
modelling.

Reason behind
the
project/practice

Aims and
objectives

The main aim of this project was to use knowledge and skills of 3D printing to
spend time creatively and effectively, and share the enthusiasm for new
technologies with others by organising periodic classes for young pupils. Other
identified objectives are:
- raising awareness of new technologies among primary school pupils;
- passing knowledge on basic handling of 3D printer;
- teaching basics of 3D modelling (3Dbuilder, Thinkercad);
- developing team working skills
- developing IT skills.

Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

The project has been implemented in a form of periodic classes on 3D printing
and modelling, carried out by high school students to young pupils of primary
school, which shows that this kind of knowledge and skills can be passed in a
form of peer learning. The project is open, dates and duration of classes are
arranged by Head Teachers of both schools. So far, on classes organised
within the project, students managed to print a drone, board game, a dice and
some musical instruments.
The project is an example of peer learning. During classes students follow the
pattern of PPP (present, practice, produce), first they show younger colleagues
the basics of 3D modelling and printing, then they practice together and finally
print the model.

Approach and
methodologies

Target groups

Primary/Secondary school pupils.

Duration

Started in November 2017
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Main strength
and weaknesses

The advantages of this approach is most likely the motivational aspect. There
are two strong motivators gathered in one space, first is the technology, where
ideas can be changed into real object, which itself is highly inspiring, and the
other being the positive influence older students may have on their younger
colleagues. Additionally, there is also an aspect of learning by doing (young
students teaching younger pupils also learn in the process).
The possible weakness is the lack of professional teaching skills, knowledge of
methodology and techniques of class management, which may cause some
confusion and misbehaving.

Lead
organisation
Partner
organisation
(if applicable)

Zespół Szkół im. Macieja Płażyńskiego Sp. z o.o. (School complex), Puck,
Poland
Name of organization: N.A.
Type of organisation:
Mission:

Financing Body
and Programme
Project area
intervention
Webpage

(add rows for each partner)
Beneficiary’s own sources




International (specify the countries involved in the project)
National
Local

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hKUYd-LuMBk
https://projektzklasa.pl/component/projektzklasa8/projekty/pokaz/3356.html
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4.
INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: 3D printed shipwreck model
Brief description

Student from Henryk Sienkiewicz’s technical school using 3D scanner and
printer recreated a ship lying at the bottom of the Baltic Sea, which was later
exhibited in the local Museum of Polish Weaponry.

Education level

 Infant school
 Primary School
 Secondary Junior School
 High School
 Other (specify)
The reason behind the project was to promote new technologies among high
school students, by showing them how 3D printing can be used in practice. At
the same time, students, in an innovative way, were introduced to some topics
of history, archaeology or technical drawing.

Reason behind
the
project/practice

Aims and
objectives

The main aim of this project was to encourage students to get acquainted with
the three-dimensional print and to learn about the local history. Through the
implementation of this project we can notice how modern technology and
archival data can be combined in a very simple and interesting way.

Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

The entire project took most of the school year and was divided into two
stages: first, based on a 3D scan of the shipwreck students divided the model
into 25 parts and printed them using special PLA filament. This was the base
for a 1.2 m long diorama with a scaled down visualization of how the remains
look like now. 3D printed parts were post-produced and painted with grey paint
so the shipwreck stands out from the sandy sea bottom. They also added a 3D
printed plaque with a location of the ship and filled the corners of the diorama
with an actual sea sand for additional effect.
Once the 3D printed shipwreck model was ready, the team started to design a
CAD model and 3D printed an accurate ship model. They scaled down the
original 45-metres long ship and recreated even the smallest details.

Approach and
methodologies

From technological point of view, the project combined the elements of 3D
scanning, CAD modelling and 3D printing, hence the students could see the
complete process of bringing this object back to life. From the methodological
perspective, the complexity of assignment required good preparation, both
from teachers’ and students’ side. It also involved a lot of team work and
cooperation.
Students of secondary school
April 2016 – December 2017
Working with 3D printers, students develop their technical knowledge and
skills. The project, due to its complexity, allowed students to learn new 3D
modelling, 3D printing, post-production and project management skills that

Target groups
Duration
Main strength
and weaknesses
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Lead
organisation
Partner
organisation
(if applicable)

aren’t included in regular high school curriculum.
Zespół Szkół Nr 1 im. Henryka Sienkiewicza w Kołobrzegu (School complex)
Ul. 1 Maja 47, 78-100 Kołobrzeg, Poland
Name of organization: Museum of Polish Arms in Kołobrzeg Poland
Type of organisation: Public institution
Mission: Museum of Polish Arms in Kolobrzeg is one of the most famous
museums in Poland. For over 46 years it has assembled a huge collection of
historical treasures. It has also an educational function and is an important
meeting place for future generations in Europe.

Financing Body
and Programme
Project area
intervention
Webpage

Beneficiary’s own sources.
District of Kołobrzeg




International (specify the countries involved in the project)
National
Local

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4ofTK4x5No&feature=youtu.be
https://www.tvn24.pl/pomorze,42/kolobrzeg-uczniowie-wydrukowali-modelkanonierki-z-dna-baltyku,722852.html
https://miastokolobrzeg.pl/szkola/15653-technologia-3d-w-edukacji.html
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5.
INTERESTING PRACTICE TITLE: Design Center
Brief description

The Design Center is the purpose-built space including collaborative work
stations, high tech manufacturing tools, traditional workshop skills, organised
by American School of Warsaw. There, students are trained to use state of the
art equipment such as 3D printers, laser cutters, vinyl cutters, programmable
robots and Arduino microcontrollers

Education level

 Infant school
 Primary School
 Secondary Junior School
 High School
 Other (specify)
The main reason for creating the Design Center was the realisation of the
importance of integrating new technologies into teaching and by doing so
preparing students for upcoming technology trends and market demands.

Reason behind
the
project/practice

Aims and
objectives

Implemented
activities and
final outcomes

Approach and
methodologies

Main objectives is to prepare students to become lifelong learners and enable
them to communicate and collaborate, develop skills to critically seek and learn
new information, and to create knowledge through the use of media-rich
projects.
One of the goals of the Design Center is to encourage cross-curricular
learning. Many of the creations in the Center have underpinnings in science,
math and art. Students are encouraged to explore concepts they are working
on in other classes and watch them come alive through the design and
manufacture of tangible products.
The type of learning happening in the Design Center is radically different than
what you find in a traditional classroom environment. With the focus on
problem solving, critical thinking and creativity, students are given design
challenges that develop collaboration skills, innovation and persistence.

Target groups

Students of elementary, middle and high school operating within the complex.

Duration
Main strength
and weaknesses

Started in September 2017
Main strengths of is the professional support and equipment behind this
project. It has great potential in stimulating students creativity due to its focus
on problem solving, and gives students different perspective thanks to crosscurricular approach.

Lead
organisation
Partner
organisation

American School of Warsaw
Name of organization: N.A.
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(if applicable)

Type of organisation:
Mission:

Financing Body
and Programme
Project area
intervention
Webpage

(add rows for each partner)
Beneficiary’s own sources




International (specify the countries involved in the project)
National
Local

https://www.aswarsaw.org/learning/technology
http://centrumdruku3d.pl/maker-space-z-drukarkami-3d-w-american-school-ofwarsaw-w-konstancinie/
https://securedata2.finalsite.com/cf91/warsaw/data/media/video/1080p/664.mp
4?rand=1517841373340
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